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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

General

Proton exchange is one of the dynamical processes in which waterraolecules

in the liquid state are involved. H_0 and OH catalyzed proton exchange

between different watermolecules is thought to be responsible for the

anomalous conductivity of these ions (J_). Other proton donating or accepting

species, such as carboxylic acid- or amino groups, may also catalyze the

exchange (2). In general proton transfer processes to and from the solute

acting as catalyst are involved. These processes then influence the resi-

dence time of the proton in the solute species.

For instance COOH-groups may be involved in rapid proton transfer

processes, in water as well as in methanol (2). The residence time of the

COOH-proton in aqueous solution is in many cases too short to be accessible

via NMR measurements on the nuclei of the solute species (e.g. for acetic

acid it is on the order of 10 s). Through analysis of the influence of

added solute on the waterproton exchange rate, information about the COOH

residence time may however be obtained, as will be shown in this thesis.

Knowledge of such residence times is important, because the exchange

of waterprotons or deuterons with protonic residues of macromolecular

compounds in solution, may have an important effect on the nuclear relaxa-

tion rate of these nuclei. The relaxation rate of the solvent nuclei is

often used in order to obtain information about the state of hydration

water of macromolecules. For the interpretation of these measurements it



is important to know the residence time of the proton in the macromolecular

site. For solutions of some polyelectrolytes, which are highly charged

macromolecules, the influence of exchange on the solvent deuterium relaxa-

tion rate has been observed (3). Exchange can be expected to play a role

in the poorly understood relaxation of the solvent nuclei in protein solu-

tions too, see e.g. ref. (4). The processes responsible for proton exchange

are also of interest because they may provide an additional mechanism of

charge transport in solutions of weak electrolytes, such as charge trans-

port along the polymer chain for polyelectrolyte solutions.

Only a small number of studies of proton exchange in solutions of poly-

electrolytes has been reported so far (_5jj>j_7)- In this thesis proton ex-

change in solutions of small molecular weight carboxylic acids is investi-

gated to obtain some background for the study of polyelectrolyte solutions.

The investigated polyelectrolytes are polyacrylic acid (PAA) and poly-

methacrylic acid (PMA). Information concerning the residence time of protons

in COOH-groups and the nature of the exchange reactions involved, will be

obtained.

Another aspect of the dynamical behaviour of water molecules, namely

the rotational motion, is also studied in this thesis. The microdynamical

behaviour of water has been intensively studied by NMR, in pure water (8),

in electrolyte solutions (.9^,10) and in non-electrolyte solutions (J_O. In

recent years data have been obtained in a large pressure and temperature

range, by Jonas and co-workers (J_2) and by Lang and Lüdemann (1_3). In this

thesis a method that has not been used in previous NMR work on the subject,

is shown to yield unambiguous information on the rotational correlation

time.

Another method that may yield detailed microdynamical information about

water is molecular dynamics. The rather promising results both on pure

water and electrolyte solutions have been reviewed by Wood (Ut)- An impor-

tant part of the molecular dynamics studies of electrolyte solutions were

however reported more recently, by Heinzinger and co-workers (see e.g. ref.

15) and by Gierer 0 6 ) . In the near future a detailed confrontation of NMR

and molecular dynamics results may be feasable.

In this thesis, both the proton exchange rate and the rotational correla-

tion time are determined by NMR relaxation experiments, using oxygen-17

enriched water. A short explanation of the experimental technique is given

in the next section.



Nuclear magnetic resonance relaxation

The solution that is to be investigated is placed in a strong static

magnetic field. The magnetic moments of the nuclei having spinquantumnumber

1^0 give rise to a macroscopic magnetization. This magnetization is driven

from equilibrium by a time-dependent magnetic field of short duration, per-

pendicular to the main field. The frequency of this pulse is chosen equal

to the resonance frequency (Larmor frequency) of the nucleus that is to be

investigated, which is usually in the radio frequency (MHz) range. If,

after the pulse, the magnetization has a component perpendicular to the main

field, the magnetization vector will precess about the direction of the main

field, with the Larmor frequency. This induces a voltage in the measuring

coil. In this manner the return to equilibrium (relaxation) of the magneti-

zation can be followed. Often more than one pulse is used, to obtain e.g.

the relaxation times T and T_. T is the characteristic time for the return

to equilibrium of the magnetization in the direction of the main field, T.

is the relaxation time for the magnetization perpendicular to the field. For

a discussion of the experimental methods the recent book on experimental

pulse NMR by Fukushima and Roeder (l_7) is referred to.

The nuclear relaxation is caused by the interaction of the spins with

their surroundings. This interaction is randomly time-dependent as a result

of molecular motion. The experimental relaxation rate may yield information

about the strength of the interaction of the spins and their surroundings,

and about the fluctuation rate of the interaction. The correlation time is

often used as a measure of the latter.

In practice many different relaxation mechanisms occur, in this thesis

only three of them will be encountered. These are:

1) scalar coupling between unlike spins, modulated by chemical exchange.

2) dipole-dipole interaction between like and between unlike spins, modu-

lated by molecular rotation and translation.

3) interaction between the nuclear electric quadrupole moment and the elec-

tric field gradient at the site of the nucleus, modulated by molecular

rotation.

Relations between the nuclear relaxation times and the parameters that

characterize the interaction responsible for relaxation and its fluctua-

tions, may be derived. For this purpose, in general perturbation theory is

used to solve the equation of motion of the spin density matrix in a

10



suitable interaction representation (18,19).

In this thesis the relaxation rates of hydrogen, deuterium and oxygen-)7

are used to obtain dynamical information (the other stable isotopes that

may occur in the watermolecule, O and 0, have spin 1=0). Of course, 0

is an important nucleus for NMR-purposes.because oxygen occurs in a large

number of chemical compounds. However, the number of applications of 0

NMR has rapidly increased only in recent years. An extensive review has

been given by Kintzinger (2£). Several shorter reviews exist (2^,22,^23).

The proton exchange time, which is in the range 10 -10 s, is deter-

mined by analysis of the contribution of H- 0 scalar coupling to the

proton transverse relaxation rate l/T, (T. is not influenced by the exchange

process). T is measured using the Carr-Purcell pulse train. The rotational
. -12

correlation time, which is on the order of 10 s, is determined by analysis

of the contribution of H- 0 dipole-dipole interaction to the proton

longitudinal relaxation rate 1/T..

Outline of the thesis

In chapter II a theoretical description of the Carr-Purcell experiment,

which is used in the chapters III and IV, in the presence of exchange, is

given. For this purpose perturbation theory is used to solve the equation

of motion of the density matrix in an interaction representation, that

removes external parts from the hamiltonian. This allows evaluation of the

effects of 0 relaxation, about which some confusion existed in the

literature.

In chapter III the exchange rate in solutions of acetic, malonic and

glutaric acid is reported. An intermolecular proton transfer process is

proposed in order to explain the experimental results. This necessitates

revision of the existing picture of exchange processes in acetic acid solu-

tions. Deuterium isotope effects on the rate constants for acetic acid and

H O catalysed exchange are reported.

In chapter IV the proton exchange rate in solutions of the polyelec-

trolytes PAA and PMA is investigated. The derived COOH-proton residence

time is discussed in connection with rotational diffusion models that were

used to describe C00H-motions in the literature.

In chapter V the contribution of H- 0 dipole-dipole interaction to the

11



proton relaxation rate 1/Tj in pure water is determined. From this contri-

bution, which is mainly determined by intramolecular interaction, the rota-

tional correlation time of the watermolecule is obtained. The deuterium and

0 relaxation rates, which are determined by quadrupolar interactions, are

used to obtain the quadrupole coupling constants of these nuclei and deute-

rium isotope effects on the rotational correlation time. The method and its

results may be important for the investigation of water microdynamics of

other systems, such as solutions of simple electrolytes or macromolecules,

where the waterdynamics may be appreciably different from the dynamics in

pure water.

12
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INTRODUCTION

The Carr-Purcell pulse sequence with the Meiboom-Gill phase-shift modifi-

cation (1) is a well known and widely used method for studying chemical ex-

change in the liquid state (2-4). Expressions for the decay rate of the

echo-envelope can be obtained by solving the extended Bloch equations, the

so-called Hahn-Maxwell-McConnell (HMM) equations (S), subject to pulse-

imposed periodic boundary conditions. Alternatively, probability theory for

the distribution of transverse phase angles can be used, which turns out to

be equivalent to the HMM-approach (6) . Exchange between homonuclear spin-

coupled sites was treated by Gutowsky et al. (7), using the Anderson-Weiss

formalism, which reduces to the HMM-equations in the non-coupled case. Luz

and Meiboom (8), from the HMM-equations, derived the first analytical ex-

pression for the Carr-Purcell pulse-spacing dependence of the decay rate,

for the non-homonuclear coupled multisite exchange case with one exchange

time. Much later work was based on the HMM-equations also' (9-12).

Separately, in the solid state, after original experiments in 1966 (13),

various multiple-pulse experiments were developed, with the primary object

of reducing the dipolar rigid lattice linebroadening, thus enhancing the

resolution of solid state spectra. These methods have been described by

Mansfield (14)and by Haeberlen (15). In order to be able to take into

account the influence of thermal motions upon such experiments, Haeberlen

and Waugh (16) used perturbation theory in an interaction representation

that removes the external (Zeeman and rf) parts from the total hamiltonian.

Employing such a "pulsed" or "toggling" reference frame, equations for the

influence of thermal motions upon a number of solid state multiple-pulse

experiments were derived (17-19/. Similar results were obtained by Vega and

Vaughan (20) from the stochastic Liouville equation. Vega et al. (21) applied

the Vega and Vaughan theory to the case of chemical shift relaxation in

multiple-pulse experiments. Their equation [22],for the PAS-experiment

(which is -for a pulse angle of 180 - except for a non-essential phase-

change, equivalent to a Carr-Purcell experiment) reduces to the Luz-Meiboom

equation in pertinent cases.

The use of perturbation theory in the pulsed reference frame has generally

not been employed in the description of multiple-pulse experiments in the

liquid state, the HMM-equations being used instead. Unfortunately it is

difficult to obtain an analytical solution of these equations except in the

16



most simple cases, and often numerical methods are needed. In our laboratory

we have made proton Carr-Purcell studies of proton exchange rates in 0

(S=5/2)-enriched aqueous solutions. This system is an example of a spin

1=5, with heteronuclear scalar coupling to a spin SSj, modified both by

chemical exchange (so-called relaxation of the first kind (22))and by

relaxation of the spin S (relaxation of the second kind). This is one of the

cases where it is difficult to obtain a closed expression for the Carr-

Purcell decay rate from the HMM-equations. For fast exchange, T « T _,
ex I b

1/J, where T is the exchange time, T._ is the longitudinal relaxation
ex l b

time of spin S and J is the I-S coupling constant, the Luz-Meiboom equation

is valid. For fast relaxation, T 1 C«T , 1/J, this equation is also valid,
ID ex

with T.c substituted for T (10) . According to Boden ('S) 3 in the inter-
IO 6X

mediate case (x = T « 1 / J ) the Luz-Meiboora equation, with l/l ,=1/1 +
6X 13 6ft GX

l/Tlc can be used. However, an often used approximate correction for re-

laxation effects, originally proposed by Meiboom for T. -experiments (23),

is in contradiction to Boden's expression. The validity of this correction

was questioned (24,25), but it was still often employed, no alternative

being available (8,24,26-28), or the influence of O-relaxation was

ignored (29-32). Unfortunately the use of the Meiboom correction influences

the value of the coupling constant that is derived from the experimental

pulse-spacing dependence of the decay rate.

In the next section we introduce the exchange process by an appropriate

fluctuating hamiltonian, in a manner similar to the Solomon and Bloem-

bergen (33) and the Abragam (22) treatment of relaxation of the first and

second kind respectively, and to the approach of Wennerström (34). We will

apply well known perturbation theory for the equation of motion of the

density matrix in a suitable reference frame. This approach clearly demon-

strates the similarity of classical relaxation theory (22,35) and multiple-

pulse chemical exchange theory, and allows straightforward incorporation

of combined relaxation of the first and of the second kind in the fast

exchange case. This will be shown in the last section.

DERIVATION OF THE DECAY RATE

The time-development of the density matrix is calculated for an ensemble

of identical spins I=| in high field in the presence of a time-dependent

rf-field H (t), and a time-dependent hamiltonian H,(t), responsible for re-
P '

laxation. If (JJ_ is the average resonance frequency, we have for the total

17



spin hamiltonian of the system H(in frequency units):

H = wQ I z + Hp(t) + Hj(t) I

The time-evolution of the density matrix in the rotating frame, p , is

| £ = i[p*. H*(t) +H*(t)]

where:

iu. I t "i^n1 c

A (t) = e A(t) e U Z for A = P, H or Hj [3]

Q
Introducing transformed operators A according to:

A9"(t) = exp(i ƒ H*(t')dt') A*(t)exp(-i / H*(t')dt') [4]
0 P 0 P

for A = p or Hj

eq. [2] transforms to:

15]

Thus equations [3] and [4] define an interaction representation where no

external fields appear explicitly. In order to solve eq.[5] we use the well

known perturbation equation (32):

0
ƒ [«-^(t), [H^(t-T), p0" (t)]]dT [6]
0

which is valid under conditions discussed by Abragam (22). The bar denotes

ensemble averaging. Eq.[6] will now be evaluated for a Carr-Purcell experi-

ment on a chemically exchanging single-spin system. For chemical exchange

phenomena non-secular parts of H.(t) can often be neglected. Accordingly

Hj (t) will be taken in the simple form:

H,(t) = f(t) I z [7]

where f(t) is a random function of time, representing lattice-motions. The

18
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gft-t)g(t)

a) Caev-Puraell-Meiboom-Gill pulse sequence

b) g(t) as a function of t and g(t-x)g(t) as a function of T for
t=(n-h)T+t0 (x increases from right to left)

a) Q(t;x) of eq. [13a]} for t=(n-h)T+tQ as a function of T

d) M*(t) as calculated from eq.[18].
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lattice co-ordinates are e.g. the site of the nucleus under consideration or

the spinstate of a spin S having a heteronuclear coupling with spin I.

The auto-correlation function for f(t) is assumed to be exponential:

1 | | C
f(t) f(t+T) = f (0) e c [8]

Taking the Carr-Purcell pulses to be equidistant ideal 180 -pulses along the

x-axis of the rotating frame with a pulse-spacing T, after an initial 90 -

pulse along the-y-axis (see Fig. la), H (t) reduces to eq.[9], for taO.

H* (t) = Z 6 {t - (n-|)T} .TTI [9]

P n=l X

Here N is the total number of 180°-pulses. Thus:

t
i ƒ H ( t ' ) d t ' = i nï ï l f o r ( n - | ) T < t < ( n + | ) T , : n>l [ ]0 ]

0 P X

i i r l - i w l -
From e q u a t i o n s [ 4 ] , [ 7 ] , [ 1 0 ] and e X I e X = - I , rffTt) may be

z z 1
o b t a i n e d as shown i n e q . [ l l ]

f = g(t) f(t) I z [II]

The time-dependent g(t) is depicted in Fig.lb.

The time-dependence of M =<I > . which is proportional to the x-magnetiza-

tion in the rotating frame, is given by

(as [I . ƒ H*(f)dt'] = 0, see eq. [10]):
0 P

dM*
x

ut uu A at x

From eqs.[12], [6] and [11] we then have:

-9- *
= " P(t) Tr [Iz, [Iz, p (t)]] I x = - P(t) M*(t) [13a]M(

P(t) = ƒ Q(t;T).dT [13b]
0

20



Q(t;x) = g(t)g(t-T)f(t)f(t-T) = g(t)g(t-T)f2(0) e"T/Tc [13c]

Q(t;t) can be considered as a pulse-modified correlation function.

The functions g(t-T)g(t) and Q(t;x) are sketched in Fig.lb and 1c as a

function of T for t=(n-5)T+t., tQ being the time after the n 180°-pulse,

0<tQ<T. Evaluating eq.[i3b] gives:

— 2exp(-t h )
P{to+(n-DT} = xc f (0) {I - 1 + e x p ( _ ; / v } [.4]

for arbitrary n^l.

Thus P(t) is cyclic with cycle time T:

P(t+nT) = P(t) [l4a]

Necessary conditions for the validity of this perturbation treatment are that
Q

t»x , and that changes in p are small on the time scale of the lattice

motions. In this case the latter condition amounts to:

This condition is similar to the condition Tj , T „ » T for usual relaxation

theory (35). P(t) is largest for t=(n-|)T. Accordingly the necessary con-

dition for the validity of this treatment is expressed by eq. [16].

Tc|P{0v4)T}| = x\ f2(0) |tanh ( - T / 2 T J « 1

From eq. [13a] one has:

t+At
M*(t+At) = exp(- ƒ P( t ' )d t ' ) M* (t) [17]

Thus for t=(m-J)T and At=nT+tQ , 0<t0<T,

we have:

t+nT t+nT+tn

M*(t+At) = M*(t)exp -{ ƒ P( t ' )d t ' + ƒ P(t')df} f ,
X X t t+nT U / a J

21



With eqs . [14] and [14a] t h i s r e s u l t s impl i f ies to e q . [ 1 8 ] :

M*(t+At) = M*(t) exp(- R2nT)exp{R'(t0)} [18]

The e x p l i c i t form of the q u a n t i t i e s R„ and R ' ( tg) i s shown in eqs . [19] and

[20].

C0+* -5 l - exp ( - t n /T )
R ' ( t Q ) - - ƒ P ( t ) d t = - Tc r ( 0 ) {tQ-2Tc , ( _ T " T ° } [19]

jT c

and:
T - 5 2T f 2T 1-1

R2 = ^ / P(t)dt = Tc £l{0)

0

- ~- tanh[

R„ is the decay rate of the echo-envelope, defined by:

R2 = ^ l n fa*(t)/M*(t+nT)}

in which one is primarily interested. The time-dependence of the magnetiza-

tion between pulses, as a function of the time t„ after the last pulse, is

given by exp{R'(t„)}. The time-behaviour of M (t) from eq.[J8] is depicted

in Fig.Id, for

~- = 0.5 ; f2(0)T xc = 0.4
c

Of course the exact behaviour of the magnetization between pulses, represen-

ted by eq.[19], is of little practical value, because, for T values of inte-

rest, that is for T of the same order of magnitude as T , the changes in

magnetization during one pulse-interval are small, if the perturbation

treatment is to be valid. Moreover, in actual experiments the shape of an

echo is often largely determined by pulse- and phase-imperfections, or

field—inhomogeneity.

Eq. [20] is well known as the Luz-Meiboom equation for some special cases

(8,10). Eq.[20]is valid if condition [16] holds and if the observation time

t is long compared to T . Thus it is valid for fast exchange

2 2*
(T f (0)«l) as stated before (8,10). For K T , condition [16]becomes equi-
c --= c

valent to £x Tf (0)«l. Thus for TST the T -range in which eq. [20] is valid

is extended,as has appeared before from numerical calculations (9).

If -apart from exchange- other relaxation mechanisms are present, these can

be accounted for in our treatment by extending H.(t) accordingly. This is
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an advantage compared to the use of the extended Bloch-equations, where site-

depet.dent intrinsic relaxation rates are used instead. In many cases exchange

is much slower than other molecular processes, and relaxation contributions

from these processes, e.g. dipolar relaxation caused by thermal reorientation,

can be introduced into eq.[20] as additive terms.

COMBINED RELAXATION OF THE EIRST AND SECOND KIND

For a chemically exchanging spin I, having a heteronuclear scalar coupling

to spins S., the hamiltonian H (t), as defined in eq.[l], responsible for

transverse relaxation, is given by:

H,(t) = Z J q£(t) Szi(t) I z = f(t) I z [21]

J is the coupling constant and q.(t) is a dimensionless couplingoperator:

q.(t)=l if I and S are located on the same molecule, q.(t)=O if they are not.

S . (t), the spinstate of spin S., is time-dependent as a result of relaxation
zi l

transitions of spin S, which is assumed to have a dominant relaxation

mechanism of its own.

If exchange and relaxation of spin S are independent processes and

S =0 (which at room temperature is a very good approximation), the auto-
z

correlation function of f(t) is given by:

f(0) f(x) = J2 Z q.(0) S . (0) 2 q.(T)S . (T) =
i i zi j J zj [ 2 2 ]

-ïq,(0) q^T) S .(0)S .(T)=J2Zq?(O)P(i,i;T)S (0)S

where P(i,i;x) is the conditional probability that I is coupled to S. on

t=T, if it was coupled to S. on t=0.

Assuming single-exponential longitudinal relaxation of spin S with a

relaxation time T. and an exponential correlation function for the chemical

exchange with a correlation time T , the total correlation function eq.[22]

may be expressed as shown in eq. [23].

f(O)f(T) =
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where

T~' - TT! + T"1 [24]
eff IS ex L J

and P= Z q.(0) is the total fraction of spins I having a coupling to a

spin S. Thus the results of the previous section can be applied to the scalar

coupling case with f (0) = P

ff

tanh( f l f « ) l [25]

This result is identical to the formula given by Boden for combined

relaxation of the first and second kind. For Carr-Purcell experiments on

protons coupled to 0 in water, where the 0 relaxation is usually dominat-

ed by quadrupole interaction in the extreme narrowing limit, and therefore

single-exponential, eq. [25.] applies.

From eqs.[24] and [25] it is concluded that, if fast exchange conditions

apply (eq.[16];, Boden's procedure to include 0 relaxation effects is

correct, while the Meiboom correction is incorrect. This is best seen on

comparing the expressions in the limit of long Carr-Purcell spacings. The

Meiboom correction (J rf = J T /T +T ) gives:

T "I2
S(S+1) j2 l\S T

1 C o v Il ü CA.J

whereas the Boden equation and eq.[25] give:

T. ]
pi(|ll) J2'

T „ + T ex
1.S ex

T [27]

In Meiboom's treatment the additional time dependence of the H-0 inter-

action due to 0 relaxation was introduced in the relaxation rate equation

through the definition of the average interaction. This time dependence

should be introduced in the total time correlation function,as in eq.[22].

Thus the accuracy of some results in the literature concerning J. ]7 or

the derived exchange rates has to be considered with care.If con- H" °

dition [16] does not apply, botU the Meiboom correction and the Boden equa-

tion can be expected to give erroneous results, and numerical solution-of
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the HMM-equations, extended with terms representing relaxation of spin S,

is s t i l l the only alternative.

SUMMARY

The time-evolution of the transverse magnetization in Carr-Purcell

sequences in the presence of fast chemical exchange is calculated, using

perturbation theory in an interaction representation that removes external

parts from the hamiltonian. The method is more general than the use of

the extended Bloch equations, as it in principle allows incorporation of

- apart from exchange - other relaxation mechanisms into the fluctuating

hamiltonian. The Luz-Meiboom equation is shown to be valid in a wider

range of exchange times and pulse-spacings than proposed formerly. The case

of a spin I having a heteronuclear scalar coupling to a spin S is treated

It is shown how the influence of S-relaxation can be taken into account.
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CHAPTER III

HYDROGEN EXCHANGE AND ITS DEUTERIUM ISOTOPE

EFFECTS IN CARBOXYLIC ACID SOLUTIONS

(submitted for publication)
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1. INTRODUCTION

Proton exchange involving protonic residues in solution can be studied

by NMR from the relaxation rate of the solvent molecule nuclei, if the

exchange takes place via intervening solvent molecules [1]. An example may

be found in the proton dynamics of carboxylic acid groups in aqueous

solution, which is too fast for a direct determination, by NMR measurements

on the carboxylic acid nuclei, but can be investigated through the relaxa-

tion of the water nuclei.

The exchange of water nuclei with protonic residues in large molecules

may have a pronounced effect on the nuclear relaxation rate of these nuclei.

This effect has been observed for deuteron relaxation of polyelectrolyte

solutions [2,3] and it can be expected to play a role in the poorly under-

stood solvent relaxation of protein solutions, see e.g. refs.[4,5,6]. For

the interpretation of the solvent relaxation data it is then important to

know the time of residence of the proton or deuteron in the residue.

In our laboratory solvent proton exchange phenomena have been investigat-

ed for acetic acid and polymethacrylic acid solutions with the aid of 0-

enriched water [7], but a quantitative explanation was complicated by the

fact that only oxygen-17 water containing 80% deuterium was available,

whereas large deuterium isotope effects on the reaction rates may be expect-

ed. Therefore a more thorough study of these exchange phenomena in carboxyl-

ic acid solutions was started when 0 enriched water with a normalized

deuterium contents was available. Acetic, malonic and glutaric acid were

selected to serve as simple systems to obtain some background for the

study of polyelectrolyte solutions or solutions of other large and more

complicated molecules. Results on solutions of polyacrylic and polymetha-

crylic acid will be reported in a subsequent paper.

Proton exchange in acetic acid solutions has been investigated by Luz and

Meiboom [8], in the a-range 0.9<a<I, where a is the degree of neutralization

of the acid. Because more highly enriched H„ O is available now, the

a-range may be extended downwards to a=0.3.

Proton exchange between different water molecules influences the water

proton linewidth, as a result of scalar proton-oxygen-17 coupling [9]. If

0 is present in natural abundance (0.037 %) the linebroadening is measur-

able only in the pH-range * 6-8, with 0-enriched water this range can be

extended to about pH 3-11.
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The water proton exchange is catalyzed by H,0 , OH and other proton

donating or accepting species. Luz and Meiboom [8], in their investigation

of solutions of acetic acid, partly neutralized by sodium hydroxide to

neutralization fractions 0&0.90, interpretated their results with the

equation

kex = F ; = 1 kl CH 30
+ + 1 k2 C0H" + k3 cCOOH/cH2O

 ( 1 )

Here the exchange rate k is defined as the inverse mean proton residence
GX

time in a solvent molecule, T
ex

The first term in eq.(l) represents the process

The second term refers to the OH catalyzed exchange; it is unimportant in

the pH-range covered in this study and it is accounted for by an estimated

correction using k„ from ref.flO],

According to Luz and Meiboom [8] the third term in eq.(l) corresponds to

the cyclic exchange process (2).

.0 ^ O—-H-Q'
+ 2H„0 *• CH C 'H

^ J
 O-H o;OH

(2)

0-H o' OH
/TTl fl' ^ T l v. fill t l ' I Or] f\

Ltti„v*^ «cl ~^ uti^Li ~ *.n,y\j

They found this process to be approximately 100 times faster than the self-

dissociation of acetic acid, as determined by 'relaxation methods", where the

relaxation to chemical equilibrium after a disturbance is measured [11].

The average number of water molecules n involved in the cyclic process cannot

be measured directly because only the solvent proton lifetime can be measur-

ed. The assumption n=2 was proposed by Luz and Meiboom in analogy to the

case of cyclic exchange of benzoic acid in methanol, where the lifetime of

both solute and solvent molecules can be measured separately, and where

n=2 was obtained [12].

In the present work significant deviations from the linear dependence of
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k on the acid concentration were observed. Extension of eq.(l) to include
6X

proton transfer between RCOOH and RCOO through the intermediary of solvent

proved to be sufficient to obtain a consistent description of the experimen-

tal results.

Deuterium isotope effects on the exchange rates were also studied. In

the appendix equations are derived that are useful for the interpretation

of NMR exchange rate measurements on different nuclei, in terms of frac-

tionation factors.

Rate equations such as eq.(l) are written in terms of concentrations, and

not activities. In the electrolyte solutions studied here, activity coeffi-

cients may differ appreciable from one. In the proton exchange reactions

in acetic acid solutions, only one charged molecule is involved and the

primary salt effect on the rate constants is probably unimportant. A

secondary salt effect, on the dissociation equilibrium of the weak acid, may

affect the exchange rate appreciably, through the H,0 concentration. This

effect was taken into account by appropriate activity corrections, as des-

cribed in the experimental section.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

2.1 Solutions

All solutions were made by weight. H 0 was obtained from Monsanto

Research Corporation, Miamisburg, U.S.A., in two fractions containing
17 18

43.4; 52i4 mol % 0 and 31.4; 35.1 mole % 0 respectively, normalized in

deuterium. The D O used was Uvasol, 99.9 % (Merck 3428). Stock solutions

of acetic acid at different neutralization fractions c(=cN A^
cNaA + cHA^

were prepared from a solution of glacial acetic acid (Baker Chemicals,

Deventer, Holland) in distilled and deionized water, and sodiumacetate

(Merck 6267).

The concentration of the acetic acid solution was checked by potentio-

metric titration. Na-malonate was prepared from malonic acid (CO_H CH_

CCLH, puriss., Fluka) and NaOH solution (Titrisol, Merck). The purity of

the acid was found to be 100.0 % by potentiometric titration. The Na-malonate

was washed with ethanol and recrystallized from ethanol/water. After vacuum

drying at 60 C it contained one mole of H„0 per mole of salt.

A solution of sodiumglutarate was prepared from glutaric acid (C02H(CH.)3

CO„H, Fluka, purum) and a calculated amount of sodiumhydroxide solution.
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By conductome trie titration the purity of the glutaric acid was found to

be 99.5 %. Stock solutions of malonic and glutaric acid at different degrees

of neutralization a were prepared by weight. Acetic acid stock solutions at

01-0.300; 0.494; 0.660; 0.900 and 0.950 were diluted, in order to obtain

concentration series at each a. A small quantity of H„ 0 was added to these

solutions in the NMR (lOnun)-tubes. In view of the importance of accurate

knowledge of the hydrogen ion concentration, as a check on the correctness

of the calculated degrees of neutralization and on the absence of impurities,

the pH of samples taken from the acetic acid solutions was measured.

pH measurements were performed with a Radiometer pH-meter 26 equipped with

a Radiometer GK-2401C combination glass/Ag/AgCl-electrode with saturated

potassiumchloride salt bridge. Experimental pH's agreed within the experi-

mental error of about ±0.02 pH with pH values calculated using empirical

equations for operational activity coefficients reported by Cohn et al [13J.

The malonic and glutaric acid solutions at each a were, after adding

H„ 0 in the NMR-tubes, diluted stepwise in the tubes - with NMR measure-

ments in between - with a solution of sodiumchloride (Baker 0277) with an

ionic strength equal to that of the initial undiluted solutions. The constant

ionic strength condition was maintained in order to minimize changes in H,0 -

concentration.

The acetic acid solutions, a=0.7I0, in H O-D-0 mixtures, were similarly

diluted in the NMR-tubes, either with sodiumchloride solutions with the

same H-D ratio and ionic strength as the initial solutions, or with H,0-
17

D„0 mixtures without NaCl. All manipulations involving 0—enriched

solutions were executed at 4°C, to minimize exchange with atmospheric humidi-

ty. The isotope compositions and the concentrations of the samples were

calculated using molar masses and natural abundances of the isotopes as

given by Kell [14]. When dealing with solutions in water of different isotope

compositions, the aquamolality, which is defined as the number of moles of

solute per 55.5 moles of water, is a convenient concentration measure [15].

This concentration unit will be denoted m. In natural water at 25°C, in the

limit of infinite dilution, the relation between the aquamolality and the

molarity (moles/1) is given by eq.(3):

aquamolality = 1.00279 x molarity (3)
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This relation can be expected to hold also to a good approximation in water

of other isotope compositions, because at 25 C the molar volumes of HjO and

D20 differ by only 0.36 % [16], and the differences between the molar

volumes of H2'
60, H2'

7O, H2'
80 and between those of D2'

60 and D2'
8O are

less [17,18]. Assuming isotope effects on activity coefficients to be

negligible [15], reported empirical equations for these coefficients in

natural water that are given on the molality (m) scale, will be used with

the aquamolality substituted for the molality.

The (water) oxygen isotope effects on the ionization constants were

assumed to be negligible. In the only experimental investigation of such
18

an effect known to the authors, the reported effect of 0 on the pH of

aqueous solutions of orthophosphoric acid was very small, and possibly

within the experimental error [19]. Acid concentrations c. are given as

global concentrations (i.e. acid + conjugated base), unless otherwise indi-

cated. pK values used in the calculation of the ionization equilibria are

given in Table I, together with the equations that were used to calculate

activity corrections and deuterium isotope effects on the ionization

constants.

The isotopic composition of the H 0-stocks containing 43.4 % and
17

52.4 % 0 respectively was checked by equilibrating CO, with samples pre-

pared from these stocks, followed by mass-spectrometric analysis of the

CO.. The oxygen molefractions thus obtained agreed within the experimental

error with molefractions calculated from the supplier data. In these
1 8

calculations an 0 fractionation factor of 1.0407 for the COo-Ho0 equili-
18 17

brium (the 0 being concentrated in the CO.) [20], and an assumed 0
fractionation factor of 1.02, were used.

2.2. Determination of the exchange_rates

I 2

NMR measurements were performed at a field of 1.4T, where the H and D

frequencies are 60 and 9.2 MHz resp., using a home-modified Bruker pulse-

spectrometer equipped with a Varian 12-inch electromagnet. Temperature

was maintained at 25.0±0.3 C by fluid thermostating, as was regularly checked

on a dummy sample. T was measured at least in duplo with the TT-T- y pulse

sequence. T 2 was measured by the Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG)-method,which consists of a -^-pulse followed by a series of equally spaced ir-pulses,

that are phase-shifted 90 relative to the y-pulse [21]. Echo maxima between

pulses were digitized and accumulated by a Nicolet 1074, averaging at least
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TABLE I

pK values, activity coefficient equations (molality scale) and deutevium isotope effects on pK at 25 C.

Compound pK or pK pK„ log Y- as a function of ApK(x)=pK(x)-pK(O)
a)

the ionic s t rength y (x i s the deuterium molefraction)

ace t i c acid 4.756 b ) - ~°,'},,X, / +0.0816U f ) 0.4630x + 0.0377x2 + Ó.0138x3 h )

malonic adic 2.83 c ) 5.696 d> =^f]8J% d)

glutaricacid 4.34 c ) 5.4! c ) ^ f g ^ j g)

water 13.9965 e ) - 0.7282x + 0.0512x2 + 0.0826x3 l }

2

a) y= Z Cj z^, where ĉ, and z^ are the aquamolality and the charge number of the ion i respectively.

b) H.S.Harned and R.W.Ehlers, J.Am.Chem.Soc. 54_ (1932) 1350

c) Ref.[16].

d) W.J.Hamer, J.O.Burton and S.F.Acree, J.Res.Nat.Bur.Stand. _24 (1940) 269, activity coefficients for

solutions equimolal in Na -malonate, NaH-malonate and NaCl. The equation corresponds to a Debye-Hückel

ionic radius parameter a = 4.75 A.

e) H.S.Harned and R.A.Robinson, Trans.Faraday.Soc. 36 (1940) 973

f) H.S.Harned and F.C.Hickey, J.Am.Chem.Soc. 59_ (1937) 2303, for acetic acid infinitely diluted in

NaCl-solution.

g) Analogous to the equation for malonic acid, but with a = 6 X (I.Kielland, J.Am.Chem.Soc. 59̂  (1937) 1675).

h) Ref. [43], molarity scale.

i) V.Gold and B.M.Lowe, J.Chem.Soc. A (1967) 936, molarity scale.



three times. T„ was measured for three or more Carr-Purcell spacings t

between TT-pulses in the range 0.08-36 ms. For protons, the width of the

TT-pulse was in the range 8-15 us, for deuterons the pulsewidth was about

20 us. A single exponential least-squares f i t t ing procedure was used to

obtain the relaxation rates.

The exchange rate k for proton exchange between different water mole-ex
cules was derived from the pulse-spacing dependence of the transverse relaxa-
tion rate R„(t )=1/T„(t ) in the CPMG-experinient. The transverse relaxation

I cp I cp

rate contribution arises from exchange modulated scalar coupling between

H and 0. For fast exchange, that is if condition (4) is sat isf ied:

J0H « kex ( 4 )

where JrtU is the coupling constant, Luz and Meiboom [22] have derived eq(5) .
Uil

R2(t )=R2(0) •ff
s2 , -1 ex cp "1

tanh -«Li* } (5)
2

Here P is the 0 molefraction and 1^(0) is R„ in the limit t -K>. As all

relaxation mechanisms in the solutions investigated, apart from exchange,

are expected to satisfy the extreme narrowing condition T « w ( T is the

motional correlation time, u is the Larmor frequency), it was assumed
0 17

that R„(0)=l/T.. The influence of 0 longitudinal relaxation with a

relaxation rate R.( 0) can be taken into account by replacing k in

eq.(5) by [23,24]:

keff= k e x + R > ( ' 7 0 ) (6)

In the neutral pH range the condition (4) is often not fulfilled and eq.(5)

then cannot be used. In such cases the exchange contribution was calculated

numerically from the Hahn-Maxwell-McConnell equations [25], extended with

terms representing 0 relaxation [26] as proposed by Meiboom [9]. The

numerical calculation method follows the procedure of Allerhand and Thiele

[27]. With J_„=86 Hz (see below) it was found that for k „^lO^s"1 the
Uri ell

numerical solution and eq.(5) gave results for R 2 identical within 1%. All

experiments were initially fitted to eq.(5) with a least squares procedure.
4 -1

If k f f^10 s resulted, the numerical method was used and the best fitting

k was determined by trial and error. For the measurements reported in
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Table IV experimental R.( 0) were used, otherwise the value in pure solvent

[28], as given in eq.(7),was used.

R,(170) = 141.6 + 39.6 x s~' (7)

Here x is the deuterium molefraction. The NMR-samples were not degassed, as

degassing was found to have no significant influence on the derived exchange

rate. From reproducibility considerations it was estimated that the

derived exchange rate is subject to an experimental error of 5-10 % largely

depending on the ratio R„(t -*»)/R., which varied considerably, e.g. for

the acetic acid solutions in H„0, between approximately 2 and 16.

Relaxation contributions from differences in proton chemical shift

between sices with different oxygen isotopes were neglected. In the case

of HjO/D^O mixtures also the effect of H-D scalar coupling was neglected.

Both effects are small [29, 30]. As kinetic isotope effects for heavier

isotopes are usually small [31], oxygen isotope effects on the rate constants

for proton exchange were also neglected.

2.3. The_hl- 0_and__D- 0_scalar_coup 1 ing_constants

Literature values of the H- 0 coupling constant J in water show a

rather large scatter (Table II). Jn„ was redetermined from the observed
Un

t dependence of the proton T„ in 24 acetic acid/sodium acetate solutions

in H„0. These systems showed a large pulsespacing dependence of T.. J was

obtained using eq.(5) whenever k >10 s (11 samples); the numerical method

was applied in the cases k £ 10 s (13 samples). In the procedure followed,

k was adjusted for each sample according to the principle of least squares
6X

deviation while J_H was kept fixed at a value in the range 78-96 Hz.
Repeating this process for different values of J_.u in this range, J =86 Hz

OH OH

yielded the smallest total rms relative deviation of experimental and cal-

culated exchange rates. An error margin of ±4 Hz is estimated from the

scatter in best J -values determined for the different individual samples.
Subsequently J =86 Hz was used for all experiments.

On
With regard to Table II we mention that a number of determinations of

J„„ in liquid water suffer uncertainty from the use of a correction to take
17

into account 0 relaxation, which may lead to erroneous results on J_,„ [24]-
17

In connection with the determinations of J„„ from the 0 triplet splitting

in solvents other than water, i t is noted that there might be a solvent
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TABLE II

Solvent temp.( C) Method J0H(H2) Ref.

25

25

25

H„0

H20

H2O

vapour

various
org.solv.

4;

10;

175

25

46

37;80

.215

25

H-T. , correction for 170-relaxa-
tion

Carr-Purcell spacing dependence of
'H-T2,correction for I7o relaxation
Carr-Purcell spacing dependence of
H~T2,correction for ''0 relaxation

From max. in H-O/T-)

H-T. (w.) in acidic solution

H-T -dispersion at low field
17 l

0-triplet

1 O-triplet

Carr-Purcell pulse spacing depen-
dence of !H-T_

92±!5
97.6

89

[9]
[22]

[7]

96+5

89.8±2

86-98

79+2

81.0±l

86+4

.3

.4

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

this
work

a) D. Rosenthal and E. Grunwald, J.Am.Chem.Soc. jH (1972) 5956

b) L.J. Burnett and A.H. Zeltmann, J.Chem.Phys. 6£ (1974) 4636

c) V. Graf, F. Noack and G.J. Béné, J.Chera.Phys. 11_ (1980) 861

d) A.E. Florin and M. Ale i . J r . , J.Chem.Phys. k]_ (1967) 4268

e) Mean value for the most reliable determinations, see tabulation and

discussion by Halle [32]

Table II: Literature values of JOH
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100-

Jk

10-

tCp Ims)

Fig.l. Double-log arithimio plot of experimental RjR. for protons and

deuterons as a function of the Carr-Puraell pulse spaaing t , for
u —ID 1 °P

sample number 2 in Table IV; H1=0.306 S ; RZ.=2.20 s . The drawn lines

were calculated numerically from the Hahn-Maxwell-McConnell equations,

with JnH=86 Hz, J =13.2 Hz and the best fitting values kE =0.712xl0Zs~1IT" 30D-i
and k =0.549*10° s'ex

ex
The bar denotes an error margin of ±5%.
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effect on J_„, although this can be expected to be small [32],
2 17The D- 0 scalar coupling constant J„_ is calculated from J n u according\)u Un

to eq. (8).

J O H = 1 3 - 2 H Z

'H

It was found that the deuteron results could indeed be satisfactorily fitted

with J =13.2 Hz, as is seen in Fig.1 , where H and D relaxation rates

are depicted as a function of t . From eqs.(8) and (5) it follows that

for equal k in the fast exchange limit, the exchange contribution to the
2 e x . 1
D relaxation is smaller than the contribution to the H relaxation by a

2
factor (Y, / Y O ) =42.4. This results in a much smaller k range in which

H D 2 .
there is a measureable exchange contribution to the D relaxation rate,
compared to H.

3. RESULTS

3,1. Exchange in H^O solutions

3.1.1. Acetic acid

k was measured in acetic acid solutions at five degrees of neutraliza-
6X

tion a for global concentrations up to =0.2 m. Results are given in Fig.2a

and 2b. It was found that eq.(l) does not represent the results adequately

over the whole ot-range, and a non-linear term in the rate equation is

apparent. Of the possible simple rate equations containing a concentration

term of the second degree, eq.(9) was found to represent the experimental

results the most adequately. The solid lines in Fig. 2a and 2b were calcu-

lated according to this equation.

k
H = 1 k

H c + + Jk a - * k
H -C5°JL + k

H CCOOH CCOO" ,
kex 3 k» CH 30

+ * 2 V k3 c ^ \ c ^ <9>

The upper right index of exchange rates and rate constants is used to dis-
TT

criminate between rates and rate constants for proton transfer (k.) and

deuteron transfer (k.)> as measured from H and D relaxation respectively.

The term j k!J c^- was estimated using k^.AxlO 9 s"1 (mol/1)"' [10].

It is less than 0.5 % of k if not mentioned explicitly.lt is seen from

Fig.2 that the experimental results are well described by eq.(9).
H H H

The best-fitting k., k. and k, are shown in the first line of Table III.
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kH

MOVI

200-

100-

0-

(a)
0=0.300^''

/
0

I

s

I

Q1 0.2
CA lm)

30-
kH
Kex

(103s-1

20-

10-

Ib)

a=0.950

0.1 0.2
CA lm)

Fig.2. Experimental exchange rates kH for aeetie solutions as a
SOU

funotion of the global concentration a for five degrees of neutraliza-
tion a, and solid lines calculated according to eq.9. Bars denote
error margins of ±5%.
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TABLE I I I

experiments
on

Acetic acid
it II

II it

Acetic acid,
a=0.90 and
0.95,
c < 0.lm

Acetic acid,
ref.[8],
a=0.90;0.94
and 0.99_
c .£ 0.1 m

malonic acid

glutaric
acid

remarks

k3=0, fixed

no activity
corrections

k,=0,fixed

k,=0,fixed

rate constants + stand.

kH kH

1 3
(109 s"1 sf') (106 s~')

9.

9.

10.

9.

9.

9.

8.

55+0.13

93+0.08

8 +0.2

l±0.3

8

2±0.2

8+0.2

8.6±2.3

-

33+0.2

37+3

48

9.4+2.1

26+3

1
dev.

kH

4
(loVtn"1)

2.

3.

2

0

1

94+0.

50+0.

1 ±0.

-

-

85±O

47±0

16

08

2

1!

16

cross

-0.82

-

-0.76

-0.81

-

-0.81

-0.81

correlation
j) P(k,,k

0.63

-0.50

0.58

-

-

0.67

0.61

coefficients

-0.91

-

-0.91

-

-

-0.95

-0.89

root mean
square rela-
tive devia-
tion of cal-
culated and

3.3

3.8

3.7

4.8

-

2.5

2.5

Table III. Results of multiparameter least-squares fits of experimental exchange rates

to eq. (9).



In this table the results of two- and threeparameter linear least squares

fits to experimental results are collected together with the standard devia-

tions and the correlation coefficients of the parameters.

The last term in eq.(9) is readily interpreted to be associated with an

intermolecular proton transfer process between COOH- and COO -groups via

solvent, according to eq.(10).

.0 - ̂ C CH. ^ +0 y, CH
CH,c' -H-.-o' *• CH C ^ - .H~o' i (10)

5 \ ' J N ^
H

The rate v of encounters between COOH- and COO -groups per unit volume that

lead to proton transfer is written as:

V = ( k 4 } • CCOOH • CC00- (II)

H '

Here (k.) denotes the pseudo—second order rate constant for reactive en-

counters. A factor equal to a power of the water concentration is not in-

cluded in eq.(ll), because the reactants are hydrated and the water concen-

tration is effectively constant in the present experiments. If an average

number of m watermolecules intervene in the transfer process (one inter-

vening watermolecule has been arbitrarily depicted in reaction (JO)), the
ij

resulting rate of proton exchange in watermolecules k is given by eq.(12).
H '

,H m v m ( V CC00H ' CC00"
ex ~ F T = 26 X l °H0 l

H !

Thus (k,) and the experimental rate constant in eq. (9) are related by

H • 2 k l
<kP - -^T (13a;

The number of intervening watermolecules m cannot be determined directly,

because the proton residence time in a COOH-group cannot be measured

independently. However, from the observed deuterium isotope effects on k,,

it is indicated that m=l, as will be discussed in section 4.2. Similarly,
H 'the rate constant for the occurrence of the cyclic process, (k_) ( = number

of cyclic exchanges per unit time/number of COOH-groups), is given by eq.(13b).
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2 kH

(k3} = ~TT" (13b)

In connection with the accuracy of the obtained rate constants for acetic
u

acid, it is noted that the standard deviation of k, is rather high (27^).

Errors in the values of the parameters are strongly correlated, which appears
H H

from the values of the correlation coefficients, especially for k, and k,.
TT II W

p (k,, k,)=- 0.91 implies that in general a positive error in k_ is coupled
H

with a negative error in It; and vice versa. As an illustration, the result
H H

of a two-parameter fit (k and k, ) to the experimental results is shown in

the second line of Table III. The total rms relative deviation is seen to

increase from 3.3 to 3.8 % only, whereas a higher value of k, results.

In Table III it is also shown that the results for a=0.90 and a=0.95

for concentrations lower than 0.I m can be reasonably described with the
IT Tl

linear k.-term only (with fixed k,=0). This probably explains why Luz and

Meiboom [8] only obtained this term. Usually a linear fit to a quadratic

rate equation will give a value for the linear coefficient that is too high.
ii

This may explain the large difference between the k„-value reported by Luz

and Meiboom (see Table III) and the value reported here. It is pointed out

that Luz and Meiboom also found evidence of a quadratic term in the rate

equation , which within the rather limited accuracy appeared to be propor-

tional to c.-.- > and was not further interpreted [8],

To give an indication of the importance of the activity correction, the

rate constants that are obtained if no acitivity correction is applied are

shown in Table III too. An additional source of error in the rate constants

may result from the fact that the activity corrections that were used

(see Table I) apply to the effect of sodium chloride on the apparent pK of

acetic acid, which at the higher concentrations may differ from the effect

of sodiumacetate on the apparent pK.

3.1.2. The effect of sodium chloride on k

Hertz and Klute [33] found the pH-dependence of the exchange rate in

highly concentrated salt solutions (= 6 molal) to deviate strongly from the

pH-dependence in pure water and to depend on the nature of the salt. It is

not straightforward to extrapolate their results to lower concentrations.

As sodium- chloride was used in the present study to maintain a constant ionic

strength in dilution experiments on malonic and glutaric acid solutions,
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5.0

Fig.3a. Exchange rates k£x in solutions of acetic aeid, a=0.494,

0*0.010 m, as a function of the concentration of added NaCl.

3b. ^2(aNaCl^' as derived from the experimental exchange rates in

Fig. 2a. The solid line represents the linear least-squares fit:

7} [10 s m ]
•n

kl(a
NaCl)=(9-08i0'llHl-(0.11S±O.014) o
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and acetic acid solutions in H„O/D„O,the influence of NaCl on k. was investi-
H

gated, k was measured for acetic acid (a=0.494) solutions at a concentra-

tion of =0.01 m at a number of sodium chloride concentrations in the range
~ H

0-1.7 m. Results are given in Fig.3a. From k (c p l ) , after subtraction of

the calculated small (<1.5%) acetic acid catalysed part, and using calculated

H.O -concentrations, values of k.(<^, „,) were obtained. The activity correc-

tions that were used in the calculation of c + , again from Table I, should
H3°

apply well here because of the excess of sodium chloride at the higher con-

centrations, where ionspecific effects may become important. Results are

given in Fig.3b. A linear least-squares fit was found to adequately represent

the rather weak negative salt concentration dependence of kj. This slowing

down of proton exchange in the presence of NaCl is in qualitative agreement

with the results of Hertz and Klute [33], which they attributed to the

structure breaking effect of NaCl. Halle 132] reported a negligible effect

of 0.15 M KC1 on k. in H„0, which is in line with our results.
3.1.3 Malonic_and_glutaric_acid

k was measured for malonic acid solutions, at a=0.7A8 and a=0.950, and
6X

for glutaric acid solutions at a=0.500 and a=0.950, for concentrations up

to =0.125 m, that is up to =0.25 moles of ionizable groups per 55.5 moles

of water. NaCl was used to maintain a constant ionic strength (see experi-

mental section). The results, as shown in Fig.4a and 4b could be represen-

ted by eq.(9), which was used to calculate the solid lines. The values of

the rate constants are shown in Table III.

The figures show a significant deviation from the linear dependence of

k on. c (at constant a). The importance of the intermolecular contribu-

tion to the proton exchange rate is therefore not confined to univalent

acids such as acetic acid. The effect may be expected to be observable quite

generally.
3.2

The H exchange rate in acetic acid solutions, a=0.710, was measured at

several deuterium isotope fractions x, for concentrations in the range

0.01-0.lm. Results are given in Fig.5a and 5b. For the experiments depicted

in Fig.5a, sodium chloride was added to maintain a constant ionic strength.

In this concentration range at one a it is unfortunately not possible to
TT TT

extract reliable separate information on k„ and k,. Therefore it was assumed
H H

that the ratio k,(x)/k,(x) is independent of x:
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"ex
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150-
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100-
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(b)
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-5

0.05 0.10
CA (m)

fc, as a function of c , atKg.4. Experimental exchange rates ,

several degrees of neutralisation a, and calculated lines according to
eq.9, for

a) Malonic acid b) Glutario acid.

For the lower a-values the left scales are used.



50- SO-

O 0025 0.050 0.075
CA lm)

40-

IIO's-1)

30-

0 0.025 0050 0075 0.100

10-

Fig.5. Experimental exchange rates k^ of solutions of acetic acid,
a=0. 710, at several deuterium isotope fractions x, as a function of c
(a) Decrease of ionia strength due to dilution compensated for with NaCl;

x=0;0.104; 0.202; 0.367; 0.442; 0.639; 0.847; 0.906 for the curves
from top downward.

(b) Without added NaCl; x=0;0.1S2; 0.291; 0.477; 0.694; 0.877 for the
curves from top downwards.

The drawn lines connect points, calculated with rate constants kH(x)
and k4(x), obtained from fits to eq.lS, which are depicted in Fig.6.
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4
kJ(O)

(14)

Accordingly the experimental results were fitted to eq.(15).

kL - r k> v ̂  k"(x)c°L"+k"(x) ̂ r<A + Ccoo"}
with A=0.0292 in from eq.(14) and the first line of Table III. The k^terra

is completely negligible here. L represents a summation over H and D, that

is e.g. c
C O O L=

c
C O O H

+ c
CooD*

 T h e s o l i d U n e S i n F i ë' 5 U n k P ° i n t s c a l c u l a c"
ed with eq.(]5) and rate constants obtained from fits to eq.(15). These

rate constants are shown in Fig,6.

The agreement of experimental and calculated rates indicate that the

assumption of eq.(14) is adequate for this purpose. It is seen that the

presence of sodium chloride in this small concentration range has no

detectable influence on the rate constants that are obtained. This finding

is consistent with the results shown in Fig.3. Linear least squares fits

to k^(x) and k^(x) as depicted in Fig.6, are seen to reasonably represent
H H

the dependence of k? and k, on x, and will be used to extrapolate the

isotope effects to x=I. The results are:

k"(x) = (9.35±0.l6) {l-( 0.10+0.03') x} l o V 1 m "' (16a)

k"(x) = (2.92±0.13) {!-( 0.49+0.07 ) x} 108s~' m~' (16b)
4

IT

The dependence of kj on x is seen to be very weak. Thus at low concentrations

the, major part of the x-dependence of the exchange rate is caused by the

x-dependence of the pK of acetic acid (see Table I).

In order to compare residence times (I/k ) of protons and deuterons in
6X

solvent molecules in the same solution of given H/D-ratio, H and D exchange

rates were determined. For this purpose, 'H and 2D Carr-Purcell experiments

were performed on acetic acid solutions, a=0.9875, c=0.010 m and 0.22 in in

H2O/D2O-mixtures highly enriched in oxygen-17, at several H/D-rations. The

obtained exhange rates are presented in Table IV. It is seen that the 2D

residence time in a watermolecule is considerably longer than the corres-

ponding H residence time.
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10.0-f

(10bs

.H

6 1

Fig.6. kH(x) and kfa) values resulting fvom least squares fits to eq.lS
k : kHj from concentration series with added sodivmakloride
o : Til, from series without NaCl
x ; iF, from series with NaCl
9 : k^y from series without NaCl.
The drawn lines represent linear least squares fits according to eqs.Wa

and 16b.
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TABLE IV

•, i u i u H i , D i , D . D ° i« 2 ' 3 ) ,D 3 ' 4 ' 5 ) ,D
sample global con- x k k k k, k, k, k,

• , i c ex ex ex I 4 4 4
nr. centration (mole frac- , . - . —n— - 5 — Q . . . 0 1 1 - 5 -

(m) t ion) (10 s ) (10 s ) k k (10 s m (10 s m ) k.

I

2

3

4

5

0

0

0

0

0

.0107

.0102

.0095

.219

.216

0 .

0 .

0 .

0 .

0 .

151

537

814

159

755

1.28

0.712

0.448

3.97

2.27

0

0

0

2

1

.980

.549

.364

. 3 3

. 4 5

0 .

0 .

0 .

0 .

0 .

77

77

81

59

64

0

0

0

.77

.77

.81

-

-

-

-

2 .

1.

34

46

-

-

-

1.

0 .

19

873

_

-

-

0.51

0.60

H D
1) Assuming that the k»,k, and k. processes give the same relative contribution to k and k in

H H
the same solution; the contribution to k is smaller than 13% of k

ex ex
2) Assuming eq.(14) holds, with A=0.029 m.

IT IJ TI

3) Taking kj (x) from eq.(16a)and assuming no isotope effect on k„ (the kj-contribution is then calculated to

be z.1% of kH ) .

4) Taking k /k. =0.78 from the results of samples 1 to 3, and assuming k2/k,,=kI/k..

5) Assuming eq. (17) holds.

1 2
Table IV. H and D exchange rates of solutions of aoetia aaid3 a=0.987&, with derived pate constants

and isotope effeats.



u
From known e--,-, and c„_rt-, and eqs.(l5) and (16b), the combined k, and

u OUUlt „ \AJ\J J

k, contribution to k is calculated to be less than 3.5% of the total rate
for the solutions with c=0.010 in (samples 1,2 and 3 in Table IV). The k -

H
contribution is calculated to be less than 10% of k for these solutions.

ex
Thus here the exchange rate is primarily determined by the k.-process, and

H D —
the values of k /k obtained at c=0.01 m may be used as a direct estimate

„eXp ex
of the ratio k./k. (see Table IV). It is noted that after correction for

k„, k, and k, contributions, absolute k —values can also be obtained, using
+ H

calculated L_0 -concentrations. The thus obtained k -values are higher by

=40% on the average than those expected according to eq.(16a). Due to the

low concentration and high a, the calculated L,0 -concentrations are however

insufficiently reliable for this purpose, as the actual L,0 -concentration

is sensitive to small amounts of impurities (e.g. C09) in these solutions.
ft r* I] rv *~

The ratio k./k as obtained from k and k is insensitive to these uncer-
H D ^^ e

tainties, because the k and k were determined on the same samples, and
ex ex v

are for the major part (=90%) determined by the k.-process.
H D

The k (x) and k (x) values of samples 4 and 5 of Table IV (with c =
_ ex ex A

0.22 m) are used to estimate isotope effects on k,, after subtraction of

the calculated k. and k. contributions (see Table IV). The rate constants
H D
k,(x) and k, (x) are obtained using eq.(14) and the additional assumption

k?(x)
-g— -A (17)

In the samples 4 and 5 of Table IV the carboxylate concentration is

c ^ n " = °-22 in- A s Ask^(0)/k*?(0) = 0.029 in, the assumption of eqs.(!4) and

(17) on the isotope effects on k«/k, should introduce uncertainty in the
H D

k, (x) and k.(x) values of no more than a few percent.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Rate constants in Ho0
IT

The small deviations in k. as obtained for the three investigated acids

may be due to small errors in a or activity corrections. The value derived

from acetic acid results is regarded as the most reliable. Accordingly, it

is concluded that
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k. = (9.6 ± 0.5) x 10 s m , which is well in line with most of the

many earlier determinations [9,32,34,35] .

Intermolecular proton transfer via solvent, as was observed here between

COOH and COO -groups (eq.(9)), is often encountered, both in aqueous and

alcoholic solutions, e.g. proton transfer between benzoic acid and nitro-

substituted benzoic acids, and their conjugated bases in methanol [1,36]

For m=l, the rate constant for reactive encounters between COOH and COO -
H 1 H 8 — 1 — — 1

groups is, according to eq.(l3a): (k.) = 2k,/m = 5.9x10 s m . Then

(k,)1 is of the same order of magnitude as many rate constants for proton

transfer via solvent reported before, as tabulated by Grunwald and Ralph
8—1 — 1

[36], which are in the range (0.l-9)x!0 s (mol/1) , that is not much

lower than the diffusion controlled limit of 10 -10 s (mol/1) . For

acetic acid in ethanol, at degrees of neutralization 0.167 and 0.833,
it

Feldbauer and Weller [37] obtained (in our terminology) m(k,)' =

(8.6+0.9)xlO8 s~](mol/l)~], and the low value n(kj)1 =(5±3)xlO4 s~'.

For the divalent acids, the linear term in the rate equation implies

either a cyclic exchange process or intramolecular exchange between COOH-

and C00 -goups via solvent. It is noted that a more complicated rate

equation, e.g. allowing for possible differences in the rates of proton
2- -

transfer between different species (such as between A and HA compared
2-

to transfer between A and H„A) surely could be made to fit the experi-

mental results. As eq.(9) already describes the results satisfactorily,

the present experiments offer no basis to design a more detailed picture

of the exchange process. Comparing the k,-values obtained for the three
H

acids, it is seen that k, decreases with increasing pK._., and a plot
H

of log k, against pK yields a Br^nsted exponent a=0.54. Br^nsted behaviour

with a=0.25 for exchange between acid and conjugated base via solvent for

a series of nitrogen substituted benzoic acids in methanol has been taken

as an indication of some positive charge development on the central atom

in the reaction intermediate [38].

Self-dissociation of acetic acid, with a rate constant k, - 1x10 s ,
H

as measured by chemical relaxation methodsfll], contributes to k~. If one

proton is exchanged as a result of a dissociationstep, the contribution
Tl

k-, of this process to k- is given by eq.(18).

k3d = * kd ~ °"5 X '° 6 S"'
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The k^-value obtained in this work (ky=(8.6±2.3)xlO s ') is - 20 times

higher, thus indicating a cyclic process as depicted in eq.(2). However,

as the experimental results for acetic acid could also be reasonably des-
IT

cribed by the k,-contribution only (Table I I I ) , i t is thought that the evi-

dence for a cyclic process is less convincing than has appeared from the work

of Luz and Meiboom [8].

4.2. Isoto£g_effects

The isotope effects obtained in the results section will be discussed

in terms of fractionation factors for the various reactant sites where a

proton may be substituted for a deuteron, using equations derived in the

appendix. In Table V various experimentally accessible isotope effects are

given in terms of fractionation factors, together with the experimenal

values. Fractionation factors <J>. refer to reaction scheme (A14), \p. refer

to (A22).

For the k,-process, it was tried to find values of the fractionation

parameters that could reproduce the observed isotope effects

" " 0 ) and I 2 ( x ) = ° ^

If m=l i s assumed, eq.(A20) of the appendix can be used. Then from

Table V, and the experimentally known <}> =0.96 (eq.(A15)) i t follows that

(jjj = 0.55 + 0.06 ; *A *2 = ° ' 8 9 * ° ' 1 7 ^ 1 9 )

Here <|>. is the transition state fractionation factor for the transferring

sites in reaction (A14). As the x-dependence of I, (x) does not exceed the

experimental uncertainty margins, <j>. was equated to the average of the ex-

perimenta I„ at x=0.I59 and x=0.755 (see Table IV and V). 4>„ is the

fractionation factor for the non-transferring site and <j> is the medium

effect. According to eq.(19), the major part of the total isotope effect
D H 2 R — 1

k, (I)/k, (0)=ifi] ij), <(>«(<(>,) is determined by the influence of substitution

of the transferring protons (<J) =0.30), that is the primary isotope effect

is dominant.

For the case m=2 eq.(A21) applies.\^(0)=0.51+0.05 and I (l)=0.60±0.06 are

estimated from I„(0. 159) and I (0.755) as given in Table IV. With eqs.(A21b)

and (A21c), (J>. and <)>„ can be expressed in the experimental I„(0) and I2(l).
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TABLE V

I fractionation from eq. ( I n ) e x p e r i m e n _ Origin of ( I n > e x p e r i l n e n t a l

factor expression nr. t |

H U TJ — 1

it. ( l ) / k . ( 0 ) Ó. d>.(bn (d),)
A- 4 A 1 Z 1

2 kj(x)/kj(*)

3

4

5

6.

A20

A20

A28b

A28a

A28b

0.51+0.08

0.55±0.06

0.69±0.02

0.90+0.05

0.77+0.08

from eq.

average

from the
tivity,

from eq.

(16b)

for samples 4 anc1 5 of

isotope effect on the
see text.

(16a).

estimated from k / k
Table IV.

for

Table 4.

conduc-

sample 1,

D H
A28a,b 0.81+0.08 estimated from k / kn for sample 3,

Table IV. '

Table V* Experimental values and fvaotionation factor expressions for isotope effects

I on the rate constants k^ and k..



After substitution of <f>, and <j>, into eq. (A21a) ,eq. (20) is obtained.

,R T

J 1 ^ (20)
a l 4 i*(o) {i± d-

From the respective uncertainty margins of I., 1,(0) and 1,(1) it follows

that the only real values of (<)>«. (t^i^ conforming to eq.(20) lie in the region

1.34 < $Aef)?<ti, < 1.92. Secondary fractionation factors for watermolecules

acting as proton accepting species, such as 4>9 a n^ 41*» a r e thought to be

intermediate between 1 and the hydrogen ion fractionation factor [15,39],

which is equal to 0.69 [15]. The largest <j> discussed by Albery [39] is

1.08. Therefore a combined medium and secondary isotope effect <j>,<J)„<j>, > 1. 34

is unlikely. Thus we conclude that the model with m=2 cannot reproduce the

experimental results in a consistent manner. By a similar reasoning, the

assumption m>2 leads to unacceptable values for the <(>.. For high m, given
T) H ^

an observed total isotope effect k,(l)/k,(0), I_(x) generally should be close

to one according to eq.(AI9b).However Y^(0.159)=0.5 I and 1^(0. 755)=0.60 were

observed, rendering a consistent description impossible.

It is concluded that the observed isotope effects indicate that only one

watermolecule is involved in the k, process. For systems in which the mean

number of intervening solvent molecules m in a proton transfer process can

be obtained from a comparison of proton residence times in the solvent and

the substrate, the only non-zero reported values are m=l and m-2 [36].

As in the k,-process two watermolecules are thought to be involved, the

x-dependence of k, and that of k, is expected to be different, which would

violate assumption (14). To check the influence of a deviation from assump-
ii

tion (14), the k (x) depicted in Fig.5, were fitted to eq.(15), usinge X H H
several values of A=k_(x)/k,(x). Variation of A by ±50% from the value
H H — H
k,(0)/k"(0)«0.0292 m, renders k, values that differ by no more than ±202
from the values shown in Fig.6. Thus the values in Fig.6 can still be con-

w
sidered as a reasonable estimate of k, (x).

H
Because of the large scatter in results on k,(x), as seen from Fig.6, it

will not be attempted to draw conclusions from the x-dependence of the iso-

tope effect on k,. For <|> =0.55; <f>_=0.89; $*-! t h e deviation from linear

behaviour will be less than 1%, and eq.(16b) may then be used. From I.and I_

in Table V, the total isotope effect on k, is calculated to be
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k°(l)/k"(O) - 0.28 ± 0.05 (21)

Day and Reilley [40], from their study of deuterium transfer in D„0 solutions

of trimethylammonium ion at 33 C obtained an almost equal isotope effect
Tk H

k_(l)/k_(0)=0.29±0.04, where k_ is the rate constant for proton transfer

between trimethy1ammonium ion and trimethylamine via solvent.

The isotope effect on the self-dissociation rate constant k of acetic

acid can be estimated from the effects on the equilibrium constant K and the
association rate

kd(l)

kd(0)

KA(1)

KA(0)

constant

k£
,(0)

k
a

The association reaction is expected to be diffusion controlled. From the

isotope effect on the L,0 -mobility it is then estimated that

ka(0)/ka(l) = 1.4. With KA(l)/KA(0) = 0.306 (Table I), kd(l)/kd(0) = 0.22

results, which is close to the estimated isotope effect on k, of 0.28+0.05.

Isotope effects on k

—— —— ———*~ —

The total isotope

present measurements using relation (23),which follows from Table V.

D H
The total isotope effect on k.: I„=k. (l)/k. (0) can be derived from the

0) - I 3 - I4 x I6 - 0.73 ± 0.08 (23)

An independent experimental value can be obtained from the deuterium isotope

effect on the anomalous conductivity of the L,0 -ion. The k.-process is

thought to be responsible for the anomalous conductivity of the L.O -ion

X? „+ = XT _+- A? _+, where x" _+ is the ("Stokesian") conductivity ex-

pected for a hypothetical L_0+-ion not exhibiting proton exchange.

Meiboom [9], employing a simple model, derived the linear relationship eq.

(24) between Xf .+ and k..

x a 55.3 M e 2 <x2>
X L O + ëe k i ( 2 4 )

2
where <x > is the mean-square charge jump distance for a proton transfer,

N is Avogadro's number, k is Boltzmann's constant and T is the absolute
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H a
temperature, k. calculated from eq.(24) and experimental X„ n+ agrees well

H 3

with the experimental k -value [9]. We mention that Halle f32] has

given a more detailed discussion of L,0 - and OL -catalyzed proton transfer

mechanisms and the related anomalous conductivity of L~0 and Oi , from

which it seems difficult, however, to draw quantitative conclusions about

isotope effects. As an estimate of A „+ the limiting conductivity of various
+ + 3

ions, e.g. Na or K may be selected. Then the deuterium isotope effect on
A. n+(x) can be calculated, with the result

XD 0+ 0 ) / AH 0+ (0) = °'69 (25)

with a possible error margin of about ±0.02, resulting from the arbritrari-

ness of the choice of X + . Then from eqs.(24) and (25), assuming <x > to be

independent of the isotopic composition eq.(26) follows

k°(l) / k"(0) = 0.69 ± 0.02 (26)

This agrees within the experimental error with our result (eq.(23)) and with

the experimental result k"(l)/kI?(0)=0.61±0. 10 obtained from the pH-
17

dependence of the 0 linewidth in H„0 and D„0 respectively [32]. Turner [35]

obtained k?(l)/kj(0)»0.26 from 0 linewidth measurements in H„0 and D.0,

but no great accuracy was claimed.

Several sets of values of the parameters ip^fip, and ((/, lead to values of

I. to I, that agree with the experimental values within the experimental
5 o

error. From a closer inspection it is seen that for plausible values of

the medium effect (0.7s^.£l) the eperimental isotope effects can only be

explained if 0.70<l|/. <0.82 and 0.8<^ /0 <1.2. Thus the sites 1,2,4 and 5 in

(A22) have an important contribution to the observed isotope effects. The

failure to confine the various parameters to a narrow range is caused by

the smallness of the total isotope effect (k.(l)/k. (0)=0.69) combined with the

limited experimental accuracy. For the same reasons, at present it is not

possible to confirm the deviation from a linear x-dependence of k., implied

by eq.(A28). Still it is seen that the observed isotope effects on k. can be

consistently described with the simple model proposed in the appendix.
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TABLE VI

Acid W
(m)

Acetic

Malonic

Glutaric

0

0.1

0

0.1

0

0. 1

12 ± 3

1.5 + 0.3

1 1 + 2

3.78±0.10

3.9 + 0.5

1.82 + 0.05

Table IV. The residence time T__-„ of a proton in a
KjUUn

COOH-group in solutions of aarboxylio aaids,

for n=2 and m=l, aaloulated from eq. (27), with

kH
3 and kH

4 from Table III. The given standard

deviations were aaloulated from the standard

deviations and correlation aoeffiaient of

kl and kH..
Ó 3
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A.3. The groton and deuteron residence time in a carboxylic acid group

The residence time of a proton in a COOH-group T„-„„ ran be obtained if
LUUn

n and m, the average number of watermolecules involved in proton transfer

in the k_- and («..-processes respectively,are known. The concentration

dependent ?_„„ in a H.,0 solution is then calculated from eq.(27).

2k" 2k"
T - { i r - + ^ 4 C 0 0 - } (27)

In a D,0 solution T
C Q Q D for acetic acid is obtained usinp, eq.(21), under

the assumption of equal isotope effects on k, and k, (eqs.(14) and (17)),

and assuming that n and m are independent of the isotopic composition. Then

TCOOD(I) " (3'6 * °'6) TCOOH(O) ( 2 8 )

Eqs.(27) and (28) can be used to estimate T in D,0 from the rate
H H 1 lAJUD L

constants k, and k, derived from H exchange data. These can be obtained
17

in a much larger pH-range, and usually at much lower 0 fractions, than

kij and kj.
In Table VI values of T„„_„ are given for n=2, m=l; m=l was indicated

LUUtl

by the observed isotope effects on k, (section 4.2), n=2 was proposed

by Luz and Meiboom [8].

It is noted that direct proton transfer between COOH and COO , which

would decrease T„„-.„, cannot be detected by measurements of the solvent
LUUtl

exchange rate. Direct intramolecular proton transfer for malonic and glutaric

acid could possibly be facilitated by the presence of an intramolecular

hydrogen bond, which also would be likely to favour intramolecular proton

transfer to intermolecular transfer. However, infrared measurements [41]

do not indicate the presence of a strong internal hydrogen bond in the

hydrogen malonate anion in aqueous solution.
5. CONCLUSIONS

From the experiments on acetic acid solutions in H-O, it is concluded

that the experimental rtsults cannot be explained by the cyclic exchange

process, proposed by Luz and Meiboom [8], and the presence of intermolecu-

lar proton transfer via solvent is clearly established. The corresponding

rate constant is large, which is quite common for such processes. The rate
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constant for the cyclic exchange process, k,, is at least a factor four

smaller than the value reported by Luz and Meiboom [8].

The results on malonic and glutaric acid solutions can be described by

a rate equation of the same form, with rate constants of comparable magni-

tude as in the acetic acid case.

The presence of NaCl in moderate concentrations (up to - 0.4 m) does not

appreciably influence k., confirming the assumed absence of a primary salt
H

effect on k.. In this respect the addition of NaCl can be used as a means

to maintain a constant ionic strength in dilution experiments.

The deuterium isotope effect on k. was found to be small, in agreement

with the rather small effect on the anomalous conductivity of the L.,0 -ion

The isotope effect on the acetic acid catalyzed part of the exchange rate

is larger, which was indicated earlier [7].

In the appendix comparison of the exchange rates of different nuclei in

the same solution is shown to yield information on transition state frac-

tionation factors, that would otherwise only be obtainable from the devia-

tion of linearity of the dependence of the measured isotope effect on the

deuterium fracion. The latter method requires very accurate measurements.
2 17

By analysing the D- 0 scalar coupling contribution to the deuteron

relaxation, which to our knowledge has not been attempted before, the ratio
I 2

of H and D exchange rates in the same solution could be obtained. The

results were used to estimate the various fractionation parameters for the

k,- and k,-processes, in models with a limited number of exchangeable

sites. From the isotope effect on k. it was shown that for L,O-catalysed

proton exchange the medium isotope effect is not dominant, while the iso-

topic nature of the molecular species involved is important. This is unlike

the isotope effects on the self-diffusion and the rotational correlation

time of watermolecules, where the medium effect is dominant [28],

From the observed isotope effects on k, , it was concluded that it is

plausible that one watermolecule is involved in the k,-process. In the case

m"l, it was. shown that the primary isotope effect, i.e. the effect of sub-

stitution of the dissociating and associating proton, is dominant. Thus the

actual proton transfer step is rate determining, and the formation of a

favourable hydrogen bonded hydration water structure is less important.
H H

From the obtained values of k, and k,, for a plausible assumption con-

cerning the number of watermolecules involved in the transfer processes
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(n«2, m«l) the time of residence of a proton in an acetic acid COOH-group
— — —8

at a COO -concentration of 0.1 m is calculated to be 1.5x10 s, and some-

what larger for malonic and glutaric acid. The corresponding COOD residence

tine in D.O is larger by a factor 3.6 for acetic acid.

It was demonstrated that isotope effects,as determined from NMR exchange

rate measurements on the different water nuclei, offer interesting possibi-

lities to study proton transfer reactions in water. To attain accurate

results one should preferably have a rather ample disposal of highly en-

riched H„ O and D. O, and study reactions in the pH-range - 5.5-8.
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APPENDIX

Isotope effects in which more than one site in the reactants may be iso-

topically substituted, in particular solvent isotope effects, can be dis-

cussed in terms of fractination factor theory [15,39]. Some basic equations

of this theory will be discussed in a general formalism. This will allow

straightforward derivation of relations, useful for the interpretation of

NMR measurements on more than one nucleus.

We consider the reaction in water between r reactant molecules R , s-1,2,

...,r, containing a total number of q exchangeable sites occupied by a proton

H or a deuteron D. There will be no need to indicate sites on product mole-

cules explicitly in the general relations concerning the reaction rates. The

isotopic nature of the q reactant sites is denoted by {l;a} ,or by {c} for

shortness. Here a is a set of site numbers, £ is a set of H's and D's,

specifying the isotopic nature of the corresponding sites. The symbol L

denotes H or D. The right lower index q denotes the length of the sets I and

a. If a right upper index is used, as in {c} , only sites occurring both in

{c} and on the reactant R are referred to. Sets of length one are indicated
1 (I) s

with (c ), if the site number i needs to be indicated explicitly. Division
in subsets is written as: {c} ={c} {c} . In such expressions where sets of

<1 <i"P P
different length occur, these are necessarily different sets, and the contents

may therefore be indicated by the same general symbol c. The limiting cases

of sets containing only H or D are denoted by {H} and {D} respectively. The

following operations are defined: Y, f ({c} ) indicates summation of the
'c} P

P
quantity f over all possible isotopic compositions I of the sites a in the

set {c} * {X.;a} ; .TTr •> g. and .£, •>. g. indicate multiplication and

summation respectively of the site properties g. for all sites i occurring

in the set a in {c} ={Jl;a} . Concentrations of reactants of a particular iso-

topic nature are denoted by [R {c} ] . If only a subset {c} is specified,

summation over all isotopic forms of the other sites on reactant R is implied:

{ }
q-p

E.g., if the site i occurs in R and is not included in the set {c} .,

eq.(A2) applies
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[ Rs { c }q-l ] * [ Rs { c }q-I < H ( i ) ) ] + l Rs { c }q-l < I > ( i ) ) J

Rates v for reactions between the r reactants of a particular isotopic nature

{c} , in a solvent with deuterium fraction x, are written as
q

v(x;{c}q) - k(x;{c}q) n [Rjc}^] (A3)

In the product n, even chemically identical molecules in the set of reactants

are indicated with different numbers. If x-0 is used as an index, the limiting

quantity for X"*0 is referred to. The sum of the reaction rates v(x;{c} ) over

all isotopic compositions of an indicated set of sites {c} will be denoted

v(x;{c}p).

v(x;{c}p) - I v(x;{c}p{c}q_p) a k(x;{c}p) TT[Rs{c}p] <A4)

q-p

The second equality in (A4) defines the average rate constant k.

The fractionation factor <J). [15] for reactant site i in reactant R is
1. S

defined in the first equality of eq.(A5). The second equality results from

the usual assumption that the isotope effect for substitution of a proton

by a deuteron in any site i is independent of the isotope distribution over

the other sites

( A 5 )

In accordance with the latter assumption (the "rule of the geometric

mean" [15])[H O]/[D2O]«(l-x)
2/x2 is introduced for L20 with a D-fraction

equal to- x. This is in fact an approximation, as it is known that

[HOD] /[H20] [D„O]-3.76 at 25°C [42]; the approximation should, however, for

the usual experimental accuracy of results from NMR-experiments, be

sufficiently accurate. The very useful relations (A6) derive directly from

eq.(A5).

[R ( D ( i ) ) ] / [ R J - x <|>R/(l-x+x<j>f) ; [R
S S 1 1 S
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The assumption that the kinetic isotope effect is a site property is expressed

through the introduction of <j>. as defined in eq.(A7):

*J k(x;{c}q_J(H
(1)))

Eq. (A8) follows from eq.(A7).

( A 7 )

(A8)

The quantity <J>. introduced in eq.(A7) will be denoted "transition state

fractionation factor" in accordance with extant usage, although the intro-

duction of a transition state is not necessary for the definition of $..

The medium isotope effect on the reaction rate constant is defined [39]

as indicated in eq.(A9).

k(x; {c}q) - <j>J k(OS{c}q) (A9)

From eqs.(A3),(A6),(A8) and (A9), the reaction rate in an isotopic mixture

may be related to the rate constant for proton reactions in H.O as shown

below

q-m~n m+n q-m-n n

(AIO)

The sum of the reaction rates over all possible isotopic distributions over

all sites except a selected subset may be related to the reaction rate

constant for pro tons in H,0 by repeated application of (All). In this equation

the subset contains all sites but one:- site k.

v(x;{c}q_])- v(x;{c}q_,(H<k))) + vCx^c}^, (D°°)) =

. ]~x+x<j> ( A l l )

<k> É n
K
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Therefore, the summation of (A10) over all {cïq_nl_n yields

v(x;{H}o{D}n) - k(

k(O;{H}q)^ U c } ^ _
1-x+xi)). i

m-n x+x<t>.j

q-m-n

e

l -x+x<f>*

1-x H o
R ië

* X i l .
D}n

•Tul 1 n ïk inj i tij

s m n

X * . |

R
1-x+xa).

ï

(A12)

The average rate constant is obtained from eqs. (A4) aud (A12)

v(x;{H} { D M

(A13)

n ^ietc}q-m-n l-x+x/
i

For m«n«O this equation is well known from transition state fractionation

factor • theory.

The above treatment will be applied to the k,-process first. The number

of watermolecules that are involved in the reaction, depicted in (A14), is

denoted m»

COOL(I) + OL (2 )L (3 )
 + + OL(2m)L(2in+1)

 + "oOC +
(A14)

COO

In the reactants the s i te numbers are indicated with an upper index. In the

products the lower index refers to the s i te of origin.The set of water pro-

tons or deuterons that is transferred to a different oxygen in this reaction
is denoted {c } , the non-transferring set is denoted {c1} ; {c}_ ={c} {c1}

m m 2m m m
i s the t o t a l s e t of water protons or deuterons. By de f in i t i on

2 m , and|)?-1 for i

ij)" « 0.96 + 0.02 (A 15)

has been experimentally determined [43], From the equilibrium condition

that the rates of formation and disappearance of COOH, which can be cal-

culated from eq.(A12), are equal (detailed balancing), it follows that
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(A16)

The total rate of H-transfer v (that is the number of water OH bonds that

are broken per unit time and unit volume as a result of reaction (At4)) is

calculated from

(A17)

An analogous expression applies to the rate of deuteron transfer v (x).
H D

The empirical rate constants k,(x) and k,(x) (eq.(9) of section 3.1.1) are
H D

related to v (x) and v (x) as shown in eq.(A18).

kj(x) Ax) vD(x)

2(l-x)[C00L][C00 ] H 2x[C00L][C00

From eqs.(A12), (A17) and (A18) it follows that

(AI8)

Ac}
1-X+Xlj).

q I-

1

z __!
i€{c} 1-x+xtp.

(A19a)

Z L

i€{c} l-x+x<j>. (AI9b)

For shortness I,- k^(l)/k"(0) and I2(x)= k°(x)/k"(x) are introduced. Then,

for m»l, it follows from eq. (A19) and (eq.(AI6)) that

kJ(O)
k?(x)

(A20)

for m-2 (((>.»((>-) eq.(A21) applies
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(A2U)

I2(O) - £( (A2lb)

(A2lc)

The analysis of isotope effects on hydrogen ion catalysed proton exchange

of H»0 molecules involves two consecutive reactions. First an L.O molecule

(denoted with underlined oxygen)acquires an extra proton or deuteron (reaction

I in (A22)). This is the rate determining step. Then one of the three ex-

changeable L's is transferred to an L.O molecule, possibly terminating the

residence of one of the L-particles originally on the L 0 molecule and, in

that case, contributing to the L-exchange between L.O-molecules (reaction II).

L(.)L(2)L(3)

_L(.)L(2)L(3)

* L ( 4 )L ( 5 ) O f

L(4)L(5)

\l)L(2)
(A22)

L(3)L(4)L(5)°

In both reactions the site of the proton that happens to react is taken

to be site 3 by convention. Of course for concerted transfer along a

Grotthuss chain the reaction scheme(A22) would have to be extended and would

include more sites. The fractionation factors for the k-process will be
R R +

denoted by ty.. By definition I|K=IJJ =1; the fractionation factor for the L,0 -
R R "̂R

ion: iji.=l|>2= ipo=0.69 has been experimentally determined [15J. From symmetry

reasons ^,=^2
 an^ ^A=^5' F r o m detailed balancing (e.g. d[H2O]/dt = 0) it

follows that i>,=ty,. Thus only two independent parameters, IJJ. and IJJ,, remain.

To obtain the rate of proton and deuteron transfer from the original L„()

both steps in reaction (A22) must be considered. The total reaction rate v

for reaction step I is calculated from eq.(A13).

v(x) - k(x)

k(x) = k(0;{H}5)

[L2O] (A23a)

(A23b)

Here [L,0 ] and [L„O]indicate the sum of concentrations over all isotopic

forms, as no isotopic composition is specified between braces.
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H D
f and f are defined as the fraction of reactions that load to proton

respectively deuteron transfer from the original L„£ in reaction step II. Then

the contribution of the k -process to the exchange rate of water protons

kH ,(x) is given by eq.(A24a)

,H

Here the nominator is equal to the total number of protons in watermolecules

per unit volume. Similarly

(A24b)

II

Now k" is defined by

k"(x) •• ^ (A25)

[L30
+]

to line up with Meiboom's original introduction of k. in H_0. An analogous
D

equation applies tok.. From eqs.(A23), (A24) and (A25), eq.(A26) is derived.

H 3 fH D 3 fD -
kj(x) » j Y^— k(x) ; k. (x) « j k(x) (A26)

The quantity f may be constructed from the fraction f ({£;3 4 5}) of

reactions A2I-I in which a specific distribution {£;3 4 5} occurs, and the

fraction f <{2.;3 4 5};H) of consecutive reactions II in which a proton

originating from the L̂ Oi molecule occurs in reactant site 3.

v (x;{S,;3 4 5})
fT (U;3 4 5}) - — j-r

V I W (A27)

fH - ^ . 3 % 5}f!({^;3 4 5}) £I];({«,;3 4 5};H)

Similar equations apply to f . The fraction £ A{i ;3 4 5 ) ;H) is equal to the

desintegration rate of LJ3 in II involving a proton from the original L„£

divided by the total desintegration rate, f may be calculated from eq.(AI2).

If no memory effects from reaction I are present in reaction II, f may be

calculated from the same equation. Results are given in Table Al.
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TABLE A I

. - , A fT (U;3 4 5}) fT T(U;3 4 5};H) £T T(U;3 4 5};D)
Isotope composition of I II II
LJO IX,;3 4 5/ A<n-v+viii ^ M-^j-viii \

, (3)

H

H

H

D

D

H

'I
D

H

H
D
H

D

H

D
H

2 x ( l - x ) 2 ij;,

2 /3

K3 IIK U)o 0 2/3

Table A I, Quantities used in eq.(A27) for species LJ)_ {i,;S 4 5}, see text.



Using eqs.(A23b),(A26), (A27) and Table Al the x-dependence of kj and

kj is obtained as shown below.

Ui.+lp, 2 2 ^3
)*, J ^ • 3x2*2 ^ - } (A28a)

(l-x+xij; ) 2
 2 , , 2

•»<'-*> ^ - +3x(.-x)^-i-^+ x\h) (A28b)
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CHAPTER IV

HYDROGEN EXCHANGE IN POLYELECTROLYTE SOLUTIONS

(submitted for publication)
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INTRODUCTION

An experimental investigation of water proton exchange in solutions of

snail molecular weight carboxylic acid solutions was reported recently .

In the present paper results of H exchange rate measurements, with the

NMR Carr-Purcell method, on polyelectrolyte solutions in O-enriched water

are described. The exchange rate k is defined as the inverse mean proton
ex |.

residence time in a water molecule. As in the previous work , k is ob-
1 1 7

tained from the contribution of the exchange modulated H- 0 scalar

coupling to the proton transverse relaxation rate 1/T„.

Because the water proton exchange is catalyzed by processes involving

the transfer of a proton from a COOH group to a watermolecule, k may
ex

yield information on the proton residence time in a COOH group, T
C O O H '

Knowledge of T_nru, is important for the interpretation of solvent relaxation

data for solutions of high molecular weight compounds.

The investigated polyelectrolytes are polyacrylic acid (PAA,(CH2(CHCO2H))n)

and polymethacrylic acid (PMA,(CH2(CH3CCO2H))n). The exchange rate k e x was

measured as a function of the polyelectrolyte concentration c at a number

of a values (a is the degree of neutralization). For PAA, the molecular

weight dependence was investigated.
Some measurements on proton exchange in PMA solutions were performed in

2)
this laboratory previously , but a quantitative explanation was complicated

by the fact that only 0 enriched water containing 80% deuterium was

available, whereas large deuterium isotope effects on the reaction rates are

expected . 0 linewidth experiments on proton exchange in PAA and PMA

solutions were reported recently by Halle and Piculell . However, they did

not investigate the concentration dependence of the exchange rate systema-

tically, and the method can only give reliable results in a small pH range.

Experiments have been reported on proton exchange between polyelectrolytes
4)

(PAA and PMA) and indicator molecules by the temperature jump method .

Such experiments do not yield direct information on the residence time in

COOH groups in the absence of indicator.

In order to partition the experimental k in contributions from H.O

catalysis and from polyelectrolyte catalysis, it is necessary to know the

H.O concentration c„+. For the simple acid solutions studied earlier,
1)

c„+ was calculated from known pK and activity corrections . For polyelec-

trolyte solutions these quantities are not unambiguously and accurately known.
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To be able to separate H,0 and polyelectrolyte catalyzed contributions two

alternative approaches were taken:

a) the exchange rate was measured as a function of c in the presence of

excess NaCl. Then in the present a-range (0.3sa<0.8), c + is supposed to be

independent of c .

b) For saltfree solutions, c + was calculated from experimental pH and a

H-0 activity coefficient estimated from the single ion activity coefficient

Y N +, that is known from the literature.

Both methods are shown to yield a polyelectrolyte catalyzed contribution

to k (denoted k_ru.„) that linearly depends on c . This indicates thatex ujuti p
intramolecular processes are responsible for k„..,.. The obtained rate con-

stant for polyelectrolyte catalysis will be used to estimate the proton

residence time in a COOH group.

Experiments on the influence of added simple salt on the exchange rate

are reported. It is shown to be possible in some cases to determine the

hydrogen ion concentration and activity coefficient from the experimental

exchange rate, if the relevant rate constants are known.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

All solutions were prepared by weight. The (monomer-)aquamolality, in,

is used as a measure of the concentration, i.e. concentrations are given

as the number of moles of monomeric units per 55.5 moles of water. Poly-

electrolyte concentrations c are given as global concentrations, i.e. as

(c . ,+c . ^ , . ) , unless indicated otherwise. Oxygen-17 enrichedacid conjugated base
water was obtained from Monsanto Research Corporation, Miamisburg, USA,

in two fractions containing 43.4 and 52.4 mole % 0 and 31.4 and 35.1
18

mole % 0 respectively. The oxygen isotopic composition of these stocks was

checked by mass-spectrometry as described in the previous paper . FAA,

degree of polymerization DP*2100 and DP«4100, and atactic PMA, DP-2300,

were synthesized and fractionated as described before . DP was determined

by viscosity measurements, in the presence of 0.0IN HC1, using Mark-Houwink

relations . PAA of lower molecular weight was obtained as an aqueous

solution from Aldrich ( cat. no. 19,202.3 ). The solution was

purified by filtration through a glassfilter G3 and a Millipore filter

scwp 04700, pore diameter 8 ym, and treatment with Norit. Then a series of

PAA-fractions of increasing molecular weights were separated by fractionated
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dialysis across a cellulose «eabrane, among which were fractions with DP-6.3

and DP-26 (the use of dialysis as a separation tool for compounds of relative-

ly snail molecular weight was originally proposed by Craig and King ). In

this case DP was determined by vapour pressure measurements• Polyacid con-

centrations were determined by potentiometric titration. Stock solutions

of degrees of neutralization a were then prepared by weight from polyacid

solution and sodium hydroxide solution (Merck, Titrisol). Corresponding

solutions with added sodium chloride (Baker, 0277) were made. To obtain con-

centration series at each ot, samples of the stock solutions, to which some

H 2 0 was added in the NMR (10 mm)-Cubes, were diluted stepwise in the tubes,

with NMR-measureroents in between. The saltfree solutions were diluted with

distilled and deionized water to obtain concentration series. The solutions

with excess salt were obtained by dilution with sodiumchloride solutions

of an aquamolality c . c was chosen equal to the sodiumchloride aquamolality
S S

of the initial solution in the NMR-tube. This procedure ensured constant

NaCl-aquamolality in these concentration series. Stock solutions of PAA,

ot'0.489, c -0.012 m, at several sodiumchloride concentrations, were pre-

pared. For each c an NMR-sample was prepared from these stocks and added

H, 0. All manipulations involving H„ 0 were performed at 4°C, to minimize
- 1 7

exchange with atmospheric humidity. The final 0 mole fractions ranged from
0.13 to 22.3%.

pH measurements were performed with a Radiometer GK-2401C combined glass/

Ag-AgCl-electrode with saturated KCl-salt bridge. The Radiometer pH-meter 26

was calibrated at 25.0°C with buffer solutions 0.025 m Kl^PO^/NajHPO^ (Radio-

meter Precision Buffer SI500), pH-6.865 and 0.05 M potassium hydrogen

phthalate (Baker, 0197), pH-4.008. The pH and NMR data were obtained from

solutions prepared from the same stock solutions. The experimental error is

estimated to be ±0.02 pH unit for polyelectrolyte concentrations above 0.02

m and for samples with added NaCl, and somewhat larger for saltfree solu-

tions of lower concentrations. According to Illingworth , pH measurements

with standard combination electrodes are often subject to large (ionic

strength dependent) errors, which may be larger than 0.2 pH unit, even for

measurements on well buffered solutions. In connection with previous

work , we performed a large number of pH measurements on acetic acid/sodium

acetate mixtures at several buffer ratios, in the concentration range from

0.004 m to 0.3 m. Comparison of the results with literature values , indi-

cated that, with our equipment, the experimental error is not higher than

±0.02 pH unit in that concentration range. However, it was found that
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stirring of the solution could give rise to large errors in dilute solutions.

Determination of the exchange rates

NMR measurements were performed with a home-modified Bruker pulse spectro-

meter at a field of 1.4 T, where the H resonance frequency is 60 MHz. The

tenperature was 25.0±0.3°C. The longitudinal relaxation rate R «I/T. was

measured by the inversion recovery method, the transverse relaxation rate

R^'l/T. was measured by the Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill method. The estimated

error margins of R. and R_ are ±3Z and ±5% respectively. The exchange rate

k was determined from the dependence of R,, on the Carr-Purcell pulse-

spacing t . The experimental R9(t ) were fitted to the Luz-Meiboom equa-

tion*', eq.l, if kex>10 s .

R2(tcp>-R2(0> + if P(27TJOH>2kIff

Here R-(0)«lira „ R_; J„u»86 Hz ' is the H- 0 scalar coupling constant;P
17 CD 17 10)

is 0 molefr&ction; k ,-»k +R,( 0) is the effective exchange rate ;
17 17 17 -1

R,( 0) is the 0 longitudinal relaxation rate. R. ( O)«I41.6 s was taken
11)from results on pure H90 . This should be a good approximation, as the17water 0 relaxation rate in PAA and PMA solutions, c -0.2 m, at a-0 and3) p

a») is at most 15% larger than in pure water , whereas in the present
experiments the influence of 0 relaxation is important only at much lower
concentrations.

4 —1If k x^10 s resulted from a fit to eq.l, or was otherwise expected,

a numerical method was used to solve the Bloch-equations, extended with
12 13)

exchange terms (the Hahn-Maxwell-McConnell equations ' ) . Further ex-
perimental details are described in the previous paper . I t could be ex-
pected that the assumption :

R2(0) - Rj (2)

used there, no longer applies in macromolecular solutions, where molecular

motions may be present that are not fast compared to the Larmor frequency.
141The deviations from eq. 2 are expected from previous work ' to be most

pronounced in PMA-solutions at high concentration and low ot. As a check,

the R,-R, difference was measured for two PMA-solutions in water naturally
17abundant in 0, at a-0.301 and cc*0.502, at concentrations of 0.206 ra
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Fig.1. Experimental exchange rates k as a function of the poly-
electrolyte aonaentration cp, for solutions with excess NaCl.
(a) PAA,DP=4100, 0=0.301; V.493 and 0.785 and cs=0.63S; 1.48

and 1.49 Th for the curves from top downwards
(b) BiA,DP=2Z00, a=0.301; 0.S02 and 0.800, and as=0,688; 1.S8 and

1.36 IB from top downaards.
The drawn lines correspond to eq.Z. The bars denote error margins
of ±6%.
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and 0.219 • respectively. The R.-R, difference was found to be 0.039 s~'
-I

and 0.033 s respectively (that is I0Z and 9* of R,), independent

of t , thus only just outside the experimental error margin. Then, from the

observed total exchange contributions to the transverse relaxation rate,

it is estimated that the assunption eq. 2 introduces an additional experi-

mental error lower than 1.5% for all experiments. The overall experimental

uncertainty in k e x is estimated to be ±51.

As will be discussed in the Results section, values of appropriate

operational activity coefficients ï„+ are needed in order to evaluate the

H,0 catalyzed exchange rate contribution kH+ (with eq. 7) for saltfree

solutions. Y,,+ were estimated from published sodium ion activity coefficientsn
Y„ +, as determined in polyelectrolyte solutions with a sodium selective

15)
glass electrode. Costantino et al. have determined y» + in this manner

for solutions of atactic PMA, DP-2900, neutralized by sodium-hydroxide

Y«
 +

found to be independent of the concentration in the investigated range

0.006<c <0.0l7 mol/1, and identical for PAA and PMA solutions at ct'0.97.
P it)

Okubo et al found no concentration dependence of Y M + of solutions of
Na

PAA, DP-1700, a«l in the concentration range 0.008£c <0.25 mol/1 and only
a slight decrease of YM +

 at lower concentrations. Their absolute Y M
 +~

Ha * pv wa
values are higher than the values of Costantino et al at a-0.97 by

25-302. We have taken Yu+ as being constant in the presently investigatedn _
concentration range (0.00255c £0.22 m ) , equal for PAA and PMA solutions

and independent of molecular weight. We used the results of Costantino

et al. , because these results pertain to the relevant a-range. Linear

inter- and extrapolation (as <*¥« + versus °0 resulted in Yu+"0.56; 0.35 and

0.25, for <x«0.3; 0.5 and 0.8 respectively.

RESULTS

Exchange rates were measured for PAA and PMA solutions, as a function

of the concentration, at several values of a. Results are given in Fig.l

for concentration series with excess sodium chloride. Results for concentra-

tion series without added salt are given in Fig.2. Experimental pH's of

solutions with added salt were concentration independent in the range
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no's-1)

010 ' 0.20
cp (ml

Fig.2. Experimental kex as a funation of av> for solutions without
added NaCl. *
(a) PMtDP=4100J u=0.301; 0.493 and 0.78S from top downwards.
(b) PMAtDP=2300, a^O.301; 0.S02 and 0.800 from top downwards.
The drawn lines aorrespond to eq.Z.
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O.OISc <0.l iii, within the experimental error margin of ±0.02 pH, and

are shown in Table I. pH's of solutions without added salt are given in

Fig.3.

The results will be described using eq.3.

kOH" * kCOOH < 3 a )

where

-Ik, V (3b)

k0H" " i k 2 COH" (3c)

kCOOH " k3 CCOOH/CH2O
 (3d)

k is the exchange rate, which is defined as the inverse mean residence
ex
time of a proton in a watermolecule, k., k„ and k„ are the rate constants

for H,0 , OH and polyelectrolyte catalyzed proton exchange respectively,

is the mono-aquamolality of COOH groups, which is approximated by

CCOOH * ( I " a ) Cp ( 4 )

The OH catalyzed exchange rate contribution kQ - wi l l , as a f i r s t approxi-

mation, be calculated from eq.5

i pH-pK
k 0 H " * 2 k 2 X 1 0 " ( 5 >

From the literature k2«3.4xl0
9 s"1 iii "' 17^ and pK =13.996518^ (the ioniza-

tion constant of water at 25°C) will be used.

The results of the experiments with excess salt will be discussed first.

For these experiments, using eq. 5, k. - is calculated to be less than

0.6% of k and will be neglected. As in these experiments the pH is

practically independent of c , it will be assumed that k„+ is concentration
P d

independent. Then, according to eq. 3, k should depend linearly on c .
6X p

This is seen to be in agreement with the results depicted in Fig.la and

1b. From the slope of the straight lines, obtained by least-squares analy-

sis, k. was obtained. Results are shown in Table I.

It is seen from the figures that the results are well described by the
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TABLE I

solutions

PAA.DP-4100

PHA.DP-2300

PAA.DP-2100

PAA,DP«26

PAA.DP-6.3

0.301
0.493
0.785
0.301
0.502
0.800
0.449
0.494
0.566

excess salt experiments

s

(m)

0.635
1.48
1.49

0.688
1.38

1.36

1.46

1.46

1.47

PH

4.18
4.52
5.47

4.99
5.28
5.94

4.37

4.63

4.60

V

163
51
6.5

28
11.0
2.6

61

43

41

k a )

3

(.oVl)
74
77
97

14.6
17.5
21.0

66

67

69

experiments on
saltfree solu-

tions

k a)

61
80
106
13.4
16.1
23.3

77

72

a) an error margin of ±10% is estimated.

Table I.
Rate constants k- obtained from experiments on solutions with
excess added sodium chloride and on solutions without added salt.
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cp (m)
0.1 0.2

cp (m)

Fig.3. Experimental pH as a function of dp, for solutions of
(a) PAA,DP=4100, a=0.78St 0.493 and 0.301 for the curves from

top downwavds.
(b) PMA,DP=2300, a=0.800, 0.502 and 0.301 from top downwards.
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linear equations. Thus, in contrast to the case of small molecular weight

acids , there is no indication of an exchange rate contribution quadratic

in the concentration.

For the results on saltfree solutions a different approach is needed

to separate the various contributions in eq. 3, because here c„+ can be

expected to vary strongly as a function of c . To eliminate the concentra-

tion dependent k„+ contribution, corrected exchange rates k are defined

by eq. 6.

kc " kex " V (6)

k„+ is calculated from the experimental pH according to eq. 7.

I I -PH

V " 3 kl T*~ l0 (7)

a J i Y H *

Here k.»(9.6±0.5)x!0 s m ~ ' and Y H
+ is the appropriate operational

hydrogen single-ion activity coefficient, defined by eq. 8.

YH+ - 10'pH/cH+ (8)

Unfortunately in polyelectrolyte solutions Y u
+ is n o t known. It can only

n
be estimated from related quantities that may be determined experimentally
in a direct manner. As explained in the experimental section, y.,+ was taken

H

equal to the sodium ion activity coefficient, as determined for PMA solu-

tions , from measurements with a sodium selective glass-electrode and

calomel electrode with KCl-salt bridge. From uncertainty margins in

Y,. + and k. of ±10% and ±5% respectively, and an uncertainty margin in the

experimental pH of ±0.02 pH, the calculated k + is thought to be accurate
n

to within +1255.

Values of kc are depicted in Fig.4. The relationship between k and c

appears in most cases to be linear, with the appropriate straight lines

going through the origin. This is in agreement with eqs. 3 and 6, if k,

is concentration independent and kQ - is negligible. The deviations from

such a straight line through the origin at higher a's and lower concentra-

tions are expected to be caused by the increase of kQ„- with decreasing

concentration. For the solutions of PMA, a»0.8, k.„- is important even at



Fig. 4. Exchange rates corrected for H%0 -catalysis (k =kex.-k^+) as
a function of Cp, for solutions of: °
(a) PM,dP=4100\ 0=0.301, 0.493 and 0.786 fov the curves from top

downwards.
(b) PMA,DP=2300, 0^0.301, 0.502 and 0.801 from top downwards.
The drawn lines are calculated according to eqs. 3 and 6.
The bars denote error margins, aalaulated from the uncertainty margins
in calculated k^+ and experimental kex of ±12% and ±5% respectively.
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tht higher concentration», as will be discussed later. It is noted that a

possible quadratic tern in the rate equation is not indicated; this is in

agreement with the results of the experiments with excess salt. For the

experiments at cH).3, the correction for H,0 catalyzed exchange is rather

important (30-40Z of k ), Therefore, some systematic error in the calcula-

tion of k„+ could possibly be thought to obscure deviations from a linear de-

pendence of k on c . However, the results at a"0.5, and for PAA at a«0.8,

where the correction is smaller, strongly indicate linearity. Accordingly

we will again use eq. 3 to obtain k,-values, which are then calculated

from

V

To minimize the influence of the uncertainty in the calculated k„+ and k.„-,

the average V.~ at each a was taken for concentrations where this influence

is the least important: It was required that ku+<0.4 k ; k_ -<0.005 k ,
n ex un ex

or for PMA, a«0.800, where the second criterion is not satisfied in the

experimental concentration range: k Q -<0.06 k . This procedure implies

that the lower two to four concentrations in each series are not used in the

k,-calculation. The drawn lines in Fig.2 correspond to eq. 3, those in

Fig.4 correspond to eqs. 6 and 3, with k_ from the last column of Table

I. The agreement with experimental values is seen to be good, except for

the lowest concentration of PMA, a»0.8, where k„ - is expected to be domi-
Un

nant. This is thought to be related to the approximate character of eq. 5
Q

and possibly to the uncertainty in k9 (values in the range (3.!-5.5)xlO

s (mol/1) have been reported ' ' '. k, values obtained from experi-

ments with and without excess salt are very similar (Table I), indicating

that k- does not strongly depend on c .

It is concluded that the use of y» + as an estimate of Y H
+ in eq. 7

and the use of k. from the value for dilute acetic acid solutions yields

a consistent: and plausible description of the experimental results via

tq. 3. However, if a possible influence of the polyelectrolyte on kf is

anticipated, upper and lower bounds on kj can in some cases be established
in the following manner, k. may be calculated from eq. 10 (see eq. 3)
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005 010 015
cp Iftl

Fig. 5. Reaulta of experiments on solutions of PAA. Curves denoted
by J, II and III correspond to:
I: W=2100, a=0.449j II: DP=263 a=0.494; III: DP=6.3, a=0.S66.
(a) Exchange rates kex for excess salt experimental c3=1.46, 1.46
and 1.4? Ih for curves I, II and III respectively.
(b) Exchange^ rates kex for saltfree solutions.
The drawn lines correapond to eq.S.
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3
k| " V " •* " k°«"

Here c„+ may be calculated from eq. 8, with YH* taken equal to Y » + as

before. In eq. 10 k. is now varied in the range Osk-ëk, , where the

largest possible k, value k, is obtained from k at the highest con-

centration in a series (taking k.-O at that concentration). Then, taking

into account uncertainty margins in k of ±52 and in y..+ of ±102, it

follows that for PAA, a-0.3, c -0.0029 m: 4x|09<k)sl6xl0
9 B" 1 m"1. For

PMA, a-0.3, c -0.0022 m it follows that 8x109<k,£l8xl09 s"1 m"1. From this

it is concluded that in these solutions k. cannot be drastically different

from the value k.-9.6x10 s m obtained from experiments on acetic

acid solutions. For solutions in the higher concentration or ct-range, k.

cannot be confined to a reasonably narrow range in this manner. However,

there is no indication of a drastic influence on k. of added solute. This

is in agreement with the rather weak dependence of k. on NaCl-concentration,

reported previously •

The procedures described in the previous section were also applied to

solutions of PAA of lower degrees of polymerization. Results are depicted

in Figs. 5 and 6. The pH of the excess salt solutions was again found to

be independent of c . The k_ values obtained are shown in Table I.

A linear dependence of k on c , in agreement with eq. 3, is again

obtained, see Fig.6b, except for PAA, DP-6.3. From the negative values of

k at low concentrations for DP-6.3, depicted in Fig.6b, it is concluded

that the applied activity corrections are inadequate there. This is not

surprising in view of the low degree of polymerization. The data in Table I

show that the molecular weight dependence of k,, down to low degrees of

polymerization, is unimportant.

In Fig.7 results are depicted of experiments on solutions of PAA,

DP-4100, a«0.489, c =0.011 m, as a function of the concentration of added

sodiumchloride c . It is seen that both the exchange rate and the pH are

strongly dependent on cg.
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Fig. 6. Results of experiments on solutions of PAA. Curves denoted
by I, II and III refer to the same solutions as in Fig.5.
(a) Experimental pH for saltfree solutions.
(b) Correated exohange rates k0 for saltfvee solutions.
The drawn lines correspond to eqs.3 and 6.
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Fig.7. Results of experiments on solutions of PAA, DP=4100, <x=0.489,
c-0.011 fh, as a function of the concentration of added sodiumchloride3c
(w Experimental exchange rates kex.
(b) Experimental pH(o)j and -log c^+ (*) aaloulated according to eq.ll.
(a) Hydrogen ion activity coefficients y^t- calculated from eqs.8 and 11.
The solid Vine was calculated according to the additivity rule, eq.lS.
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These results will be used to demonstrate that in principle it ic possible

to obtain hydrogen ion concentrations and activity coefficients from the

experimental exchange rate. For this purpose the eqs. II and 12 will be

used.

CH* - -V-'» (II)
k

Here (K.+) „ is the experimentally determined H.O catalyzed exchange rate

contribution.

P
(kH+)exp - kex " k2 I0

Fro* Cj,+ and experimental pH the hydrogen ion activity coefficient may then

be obtained from eq. 8. Significant results can only be obtained if the

k^-term is a minor correction, an independent estimate of k~ is available,

and if (ku+>_„_ is a substantial part of k . In the case of the addedn exp ex
salt experiments discussed in this section, these requirements are met.

Here k,»80xl0 s" is taken from the value for saltfree PM-solutions .it

the same «(see Table I).

Values of -log c„+, calculated from eq. II, are depicted in Fig.7b.

Uncertainty margins in this figure were calculated from the uncertainty

margins in k and k, of ±5% and ±107 respectively. It is seen that the

addition of small quantities of salt leads to a decrease of -log c +,

similar to, but less pronounced than the decrease of pH. In Fig.7c the

Yu+(c ) obtained from eqs. 8 and II are compared with values calculated

from the additivity rule, eq. 13, which often gives a reasonable estimate

of counterion activity coefficients Yc in polyelectrolyte solutions with

added salt205.

c Y + c V
TcTc c + es e

Here c and c are the concentrations of counterions from added simple salt

and polyelectrolyte and Y and Y are the activity coefficients of the ions

in salt solutions without polyelectrolyte and in saltfree polyelectrolyte

solution respectively. Y "0.35 was taken from YM + reported by Costantino
15) Pet al. ' and Y„ was taken from ref.2l. Experimental Y,,+ is seen to be in

8 n
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Fig.8. Rate constants for polyeleatrolyte catalyzed hydrogen exchange,
k$, as a function of a, obtained from experiments on solutions of:
(k) : PM,DP=4100, with excess salt.
(o) : PAA,DP=4100, without added salt.
(*) : PMAtDP=2300, with excess salt.

PMA,DP=S300, without added gait.
M : PMA,DP=S200, without added salt, in 80%D20, from ref.2.
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tern-quantitative agreement with the additivity rule, the large error margin

in Y „ + not allowing detailed conclusions. The results show the initial low

value and the pronounced increase of Y„+ as a result of the addition of a

«•all amount of simple salt, typical for activity coefficient of counter-

ions in polyelectrolyte solutions.

The above results show the possibility to obtain hydrogen ion concentra-

tions and activity coefficients fro* the experimental exchange rate. The

uncertainty in such results would probably be smaller for experiments at

lower concentrations and a-values, because then the uncertainty in calcu-

lated fc-nnu will be less important.
{JUUtt

DISCUSSION

general

In the polyelectrolyte solutions investigated it was found that the poly-

electrolyte contribution to the water proton exchange rate, ^rnna* is a

linear function of c , both in saltfree and in excess salt solutions. From

this observation it is concluded that krQQu is dominantly caused by intra-

molecular reactions. This is contrary to the situation with low molecular

weight carboxylic acid solutions, where interroolecular proton transfer via

solvent between COOH and COO groups was found to be important in a similar

concentration range.

The rate constant fc. for intramolecularly catalyzed water proton exchange

in acetic acid solutions, which is attributed to the cyclic process

COOH+ n H20*C00H + n H20
 22\ was previously determined to be (8.6±2.3)xl06

s~' '* For PAA solutions k, was found to be 61xlO6 s"1 or higher (Table I).

It is improbable that the cyclic exchange process would be much faster for

PAA than for acetic acid, where it was found to be relatively unimportant.

Thus, as suggested previously , an important contribution to k~ is thought

to occur as a result of proton transfer via solvent between COOH and COO

groups on the same polymer chain.

From the increase of k, with a, which is found both for saltfree and

excess salt PAA solutions (•see Fig.8), it is concluded that the average

number of nearby COO groups to which a proton may be transferred from a

particular COOH group, is probably an increasing function of a.

(k-) p M A was found to be about five times smaller than (^3)04»» in
 the

whole a range. Here it is not a priori clear that transfer between COOH
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and COO group* is the dominant Mechanism, because O^put i« only about

two times larger than (•t3)-cetic ac!d'
 H o w e v e r» the a dependences of

(k^-u. and (k»)»»» *r* «milar, suggesting a similar mechanism. For PMA,

as compared to PAA, the dissociation constant is smaller, the reorienta-

tions o£ the polymeric OOOH groups are slower ' , and the presence of

the CH, groups may interfere with the formation of a favourable hydrogen

bond configuration, necessary for the occurrence of proton transfer. All

of these factors may be envisioned to lead to a smaller k. Cor PMA.

2) IIn previous work H exchange rates were determined in solutions of

PMA, DP-52OO, in 0 enriched H-O/D-O mixtures at a deuterium molefraction

y-0.806. k» values were obtained by the use of an approximate correction

for H-0 catalysis. These k, values are depicted in Fig.8 also. The

increase of k, with a is again apparent, whereas the absolute values are

lower by about a factor 0.6. This may be attributed to the deuterium iso-

tope effect on k,. Linear extrapolation to x"l yields a total isotope

effect on k, for H-transfer of 0.5, which is equal to the isotope effect
1)on the rate constants for acetic acid catalyzed H-exchange of O.5UO.O7

within the experimental error.
3)Halle and Piculell have investigated proton exchange in PAA and PMA

solutions from 0 linewidth measurements, as a function of the pH. With

this method a significant exchange broadening is only obtained in the pH

range 6-8. They have interpretated their results with an equation analogous

to our eq. 3 (their eqs. 5 and 7, with r«2 k ) .
-3 ex -3

Experiments on pure water, and on 1.50x10 m PAA (DP-3200) and 10.2x10 tn

PMA (DP»90 ) solutions were performed. Activity corrections were not taken

into account, and an a independent rate constant for COOH catalyzed exchange

was assumed. The results were, in our notation: (k,)p. »179xio s and
6—1(k,)p{»32.3xl0 s . These values are almost two times higher than the

average values obtained in this work. Taking into account activity correc-

tions would lead to lower k~ values, bringing the values of Halle and

Piculell in better agreement with the present results. Their ratio (ko)pAA/
(k,)_u -5.5 is about the same ratio that we obtained.3 PMA ..

Weiss et al. ' have studied proton transfer between PAA and PMA on the

one hand and the indicator phenol red on the other by the temperature jump

(relaxation) method. They report a rate constant of (2±l)xl0 s~ (mol/1)"
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independent of a, both for PAA (DP-1000) and PMA (DP=1000). This confirms

that carboxylic groups on polyelectrolytes may be involved in fast proton

exchange processes. As a plausible explanation of the fact that a single

relaxation time of the chemical equilibrium was obtained in all cases, they

proposed that fast proton exchange between different parts of the polyelec-

trolyte might take place via a system of hydrogen bonds along the chain.

Our results clearly indicate that such a process takes place via inter-

vening water molecules. Without this intervention no contribution to the

exchange rate k would be observed.6 ex

The proton residence time in a_COOH4_groug

If the average number of water molecules via which a proton is trans-

ferred in the processes responsible for k _ „ J *-s denoted n, the residence

time of a proton in a COOH group, Tf,rinH, is given by

2k_

COOH'
-1

For the cyclic process involving COOH only, n»2 has been proposed. For the

transfer between COO and COOH in acetic acid solutions, n-l was indicated

from the observed deuterium isotope effects on the rate constant . For

PAA the second process is supposed to be dominant, for PMA it is expected

to have at least an important contribution to k~. Accordingly we will use

eq. 14, with n*l. Results on T___„ are shown in Table II.
LOUH

It is noted that n could be larger as well as smaller than one. The

latter is possible if direct proton transfer between COOH and COO groups,

which is not detected by the method used here, is also important.

In our laboratory a number of studies were performed, concerning the

results of solvent deuterium relaxation measurements on polyelectrolyte
14 23 24)

solutions in I)_0 ' ' .In the interpretation of these experiments the

COOD motions were described in a model of axially symmetric anisotropic

rotational diffusion It was assumed that the residence time of a deuteron

in a COOD group is much larger than the longer correlation tine in the

rotational diffusion model, T^. The validity of this assumption will now be

discussed.

The deuterium isotope effect on &,)._„. obtained from a comparison of
i ™ A 2)

the present values in H,0 with previously determined values in 802 D_0 ,
1)

and the corresponding isotope effect obtained for acetic acid were found
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TABLE II

solutions

PAA

PMA

0.

0.

0

0.

0.

0.

0

8

3

8

3

35

TC00H a )

in H2O

(ns)

4.7

8.2

21

37

TCOOD b )

in D2O

(ns)

17

30

77

134

(ns)

17

32

115

c)

d)

d)

a) calculated from eq. 14, with n»l and k, from Table I, last column.

b) calculated from eq. 15.

c) for PAA.DP-19000, at 28°C 2 3 \

d) for PMA,DP=4700, at 28°C 14).

Table II.

Residence times in COOH and COOD groups, xn00D'
saltfree solutions of PAA (DP=4100) and PMA (DP=2300)1 and

TX values for anisotropio rotational diffusion models used

in the literature.
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to be equal within the experimental accuracy. Therefore, in the calculation

of T in D_0 from k_ values in H„0 it will be assumed that the isotope

effects on T„oo„ for the investigated polyelectrolytes and for acetic acid

are equal. For acetic acid solutions

(TCOOD)D2O
 = 3 - 6 X(TCOOH)H2O (15)

has been obtained . The resulting COOD residence times are shown in

Table II.

The anisotropic rotational diffusion models discussed above were applied
231 141

Co PAA solutions for a-0 and to PMA solutions for 0<a<0.35 . Upper

limits of the deduced x are given in the last column of Table II. From this

table it may be concluded that the loss of correlation of the quadrupole

interaction responsible for deuterium relaxation in a COOD group, is

dominantly caused by the rotational motions. Thus the slow exchange limit

with respect to the molecular motions may indeed be assumed to be valid

approximately. Still, the deuterium exchange should probably be taken into

account by at least a correction on the obtained T..

SUMMARY

Exchange rate measurements of water protons in aqueous solutions of poly-

acrylic and polymethacrylic acid by NMR T?-measurements in H, 0, are

reported. The polyelectrolyte contribution to the exchange rate is found

to depend linearly on the concentration. This indicates that it originates

from intramolecular processes, probably proton transfer between COOH and

COO groups via an intervening water molecule. The corresponding rate

constant is an increasing function of the degree of neutralization, largely

independent of molecular weight and of the concentration of added salt. The

residence time of a proton in a COOH group is calculated from the obtained

rate constants, and is found to be longer for PMA than for PAA by a factor

5. The influence of added simple salt on the exchange rate is reported. The

possibility to obtain hydrogen ion concentrations and activity coefficients

from the experimental exchange rate, is demonstrated.
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CHAPTER V

DETERMINATION OF THE ROTATIONAL CORRELATION TIME OF

WATER BY PROTON

RELATED RESULTS

WATER BY PROTON NMR RELAXATION IN H' 7O AND SOME

Reprinted by permission of Verlag Chemie GmbH from Ber.Bunsenges.Phys.

Chem. 86(1982)215-221.
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Determination of the Rotational Correlation Time of Water
by Proton NMR Relaxation in H2

17O and Some Related Results

D. Imkhorst, J. Schriever, and J. C. Leyle

Gorlaeus Laboratories, Department of Physical Chemistry, University of Leiden, P.O. Box 9502, 2300 RA Leiden, The Netherlands

FlUsslgkeiten I Isolopeneffekte / Magnetische Kemresonanz / Rotaiionsdiffusion / Wasser

Analysis of the 'H-"O dipolar contribution to the proton longitudinal relaxation rate in "O-enriched water yields a correlation lime for re-
orientation of l h e O - H veaor rr0H = (1.71 ± 0.07) ps in H2O at 25°C. This result is insensitive to uncertainties in the calculated intermolecular
relaxation contribution. From ]H, D, and )7O relaxation rates in H2O/D2O mixtures deuterium isotope effects on the correlation times were

estimated. The Quadrupole coupling constants of D and '7O in liquid water were determined.

1. Introduction

The dynamical behaviour of the molecules of liquid water has
been the subject of many nuclear magnetic resonance investiga-
tions [1] since the classic paper of Bloembergen, Purcell, and
Pound [2) in 1948,

Although 'H,D( = 2H) and "O relaxation studies of various
isotopically substituted water molecules have given information
on the rotational correlation time r,, an unambiguous inter-
pretation of the results is complicated by the following
problems:
1. The intra- and intermolecular contributions to the proton

longitudinal relaxation in H,"O, which is governed by 'H-
'H dipolar interactions, are estimated to be of the same
order of magnitude. The uncertainly in the value of T, ob-
tained from 'H-relaxation is therefore very sensitive to the
correctness óf the theoretical estimate of the intermolecular
relaxation contribution.

2. The quadrupole coupling constants of D and I7O in the
liquid are only known to be intermediate between the ap-
preciably different ice and gas values. This leads to an un-
certainty in the deduced correlation time of about a factor
two (see section 2). Therefore only approximate values of T,
can be obtained from the quadrupole deuterium and oxy-
gen-17 relaxation rates.

Still, an accurate determination of the dynamical characteristic
r, is obviously desirable.

In this paper we will use the contribution of the 'H-"O
dipolar interaction to the proton longitudinal relaxation rate in
'7O-enriched water to obtain the rotational correlation time,
taking advantage of the fact thtt due to the small O - H dis-
tance in the water molecule, the 'H-'7O dipolar relaxation con-
tribution is determined almost completely by intramolecular
interaction. Thus the separation of intra- and intermolecular
contributions introduces a much smaller error than in the 'H-'H
case, as we will show in the next section. Analysis of the dipolar
relaxation contribution of "O has been used [3 ,4] to obtain in-
formation on the orientation of water molecules in the hydra-
lion sphere of spin-^- nuclei, but to our knowledge the 17O
relaxation contribution was never analyzed in investifations of
pure water*).

*) Nott added in proof:
After submittance of this paper a short report on the pressure and
temperature dependence of the proton relaxation in H2

17O appeared
(E. W. Lint and H.-D. Lttdemann. Ber. Bunsentes. Phys. Chan.
S5, 1016 (1MI)).

In section 4 experimental results on proton 7] 's in '7O en-
riched water are presented, from which we calculate the 'H-PO
relaxation contribution and the rotational correlation rime.

From deuterium and oxygen-!7 relaxation rates we then
derive information on the D and '7O quadrupole coupling con-
stants in the liquid. Knowledge of these constants is impoitant
for relaxation studies of aqueous solutions.

2. Theoretical

The theoretical expressions for intramolecular relaxation rates dis-
cussed in [his section arc based on isotropic rotational diffusion of the
pertinent molecular vectors or tensors.

All rate expressions are given in the extreme narrowing limit. In the
case of anisotropic reorientation, in the extreme narrowing limit the
rate expressions given can be maintained, but the correlation times
involved then have to be interpreled as effective correlation times.

Proton Retaxwio» in H2"O
The proton (/ = y) 7",-relaxaiion in H2"O at 25 °C is governed by

intra- and intermolecular 'H-'H dipote-dipole interactions (the spin-
rotation contribution can be neglected at this temperature (5|). Ac-
cordingly we write:

<KH)fi« ( i )

where {Rx)y denotes the relaxation rate of nucleus x, as a result of x-y
dipolar interactions; H denotes 'H; (*«)«" = (l/TJ),, is the observed
proton relaxation rate, resulting from H-lH interactions. The intra-
molecular contribution WHIS"* 'S I'1™ by |6]:

•m- (2)

where yH is the proton gyromafnetic ratio, * is Planck's constant
divided by 2jt, rH.H is the imerproton distance in the watermolecule
and Tri4 is the correlation time for the intramolecular dipolar 'H-'H
interaction.

Calculation of the intermoleciuar contribution presents more diffi-
culties. Hubbard [7] calculwed, faking into account the combined
effects of rotational and transitional diffusion that occur as the
protons are not located on the center of the molecule:

•f +0.15-2- (3)

where NH is the (proton) spin density, a is the radius of the wuermole-
cule (2a being the assumed distance of closes! approach). * is the
proton distance from the center of the molecule and D is the sdfdiffu-
sion coefficient for the assumed classical translation») diffusion
process. In the derivation of Eq. (3) extreme narrowing, rotational
diffusion and the absence of cross-coneUtion were assumed.

If the protons were located at the center of the molecule, only the
first term in the righthand member of Eq. (3) would be retained. It is

Ber. BunseiMjes. Phys. Chart. *S. 215 -221 (19(2) - © Verlat Chemie GmbH. D-6W0 Weinhrim. 1982.
nmrS-9O2l/«2/O3O3-O21S S 02.50/0

Bei den i» éieser Zeilschrift wieiergegebenen Gebrmtchutameit. HmnielanoMen, WorenbeseichMmgeH wW 4gl. ktuideh es sich itaifig urn yeserzlich
geschützte eingelragene Wwnzrictat. imch wenn sit nichf a/s solche mit * gekettozeiclwet sini.
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clear that a large uncertainty in (flH>S'" i s associated with the un-
certainty in a, and with the use of the macroscopic diffusion coefficient
to describe the microscopic translations] behaviour. Inserting in Eq. (3)
the commonly used values a • 0.138 nm, 6 - 0.092 nm and taking
D - 2.3-10-'m2s-1[81at25°Coneobtains(RH>8'" :"0-085s-1as
compared to (AH)HP " 0*282 s~* (from Table 2, where experimental
relaxation rates are summarized). The correction, represented by the
last two terms in the righthand member of Eq. (3) amounts to a factor
1.133 in this case. Hertz [91, using a jump model, and Krynicki [10],
using radial distribution functions from X-ray diffraction data, obtain
slightly different expressions for (flH)S"r, which evaluated with the
above values ofa and Clead to (*H)H'" * 0.106 s~'and 0?H)J5'" -
0.110 s~' at 25°C respectively. Qoldammcr and Zeidler [37], in an
indirect manner, obtained(SH)H'" * 0.11 s~', from Hand D relaxa-
tion rates in aqueous mixtures with organic liquids. However, their
result depends upon the assumption that the deuterium quadrupole
coupling constant (CQQC) is the same in pure water as in water in-
finitely diluted in the organic component. As they mention, this is not
obvious, as the CQQC cul be expected to be sensitive to environmental
factors, e.g. hydrogen bonding.

As apparently the intra- and intermolecular contributions to the
relaxation rate are of the same order of magnitude, the usual procedure
of calculating <RH>B"' by subtracting the calculated {«H)B"r f r o m

(*^H)HP> introduces considerable uncertainty in the derived value of r,.
If we arbitrarily take («HIS '" « 0.10 ± 0.02 s"1 we obtain from Eqs.
(1) and (2) with rH.H - 0.1515 nm:' rH - 2.6 ± 0.3S ps.

Qwdrupolw Relaxatioii of D n d "O

The D (/ = 1) relaxation is determined intramolecularly by quadru-
pole interactions, with a relaxation rate [6]:

where eq is the electric field gradient at the nucleus, Q is the electric
quadrupole moment of the nucleus and r,D is the correlation time for
the reorientation of the deuteron electric field gradient tensor. Litera-
ture values for the quadrupole coupling parameters in the gas- and in
the ice-phase are given in Table 3. As -j- jrp < 0.006 in both phases, the
value no.tt,. can be assumed to be of little importance. The quantity

' J* is called the quadrupole coupling constant, which cannot be

measured directly in the liquid, and is assumed to be intermediate be-
tween the appreciably different ice- and gas-values in previous work.
From Eq. (4), with RD - 1.94 «-• in HjO (Table 2), we obtain:
1.4 pt < r,D < 2.9 ps, when the CKX)C is allowed to vary between the
gas and the ice value.

The "O (/ > -j.) relaxation is also determined by quadrupolar inter-
actions and the rate is given by 16):

(5)

where r^ is the correlation time for reorienution of the oxygen electric
field gradient tensor: O denotes "O.

The asymmetry parameter zj, is not negligible here, and the CIKK)C is
again appreciably different in ice and gas.

From Eq. (5), with « o - 141.6s'1 (Table 2) we obtain: 1.2 ps < Tm

< 2.S ps, where the extreme values correspond to the gas and the ice
quadrupole coupling parameters respectively.

From the above it is clear that the D and "O relaxation rales only
five approximate results on r,, until more definite information on the
Cqc's in the liquid becomes available.

we note that at very low*temperature at high pressure in supercooled
emulsified water Lang and Ludemann 116] succeeded in obtaining

( ' 2 T 8 J - 214 ± 12 kHz from their observed maximum (at

- II *Q in the D relaxation rate as a function of temperature at a pres-
sure of 22S MPa («2250 atm), but this value may differ considerably
from the Cggc in normal water at room temperature.

Proloa Relaxation in "O-EariclMd WWr

In "O-enriched water there is, apart from the proton-proton dipolar
interaction, proton-oxygen-17 dipolar interaction. For the intramolec-
ular contribution of the 'H-17O interaction to the relaxation rate,

™, we have [6J:

(6)(fiH)o = - ;
3

where r,oH is the correlation time for the 'H-'7O dipolar interaction.
Because of the rapid 17O relaxation by its quadrupolar mechanism, the
proton and '7O relaxations are not coupled and the proton relaxation
will be exponential (as was observed).

In order to get a rough estimate of the intermolecular dipolar 'H-"O
relaxation contribution (flii'S1"- E 1- 0 ) i s "*&*• The last two terms in
the righthand member are neglected in contrast with the estimate of the
intermolecular 'H-'H contribution. These terms are relatively un-
important in this case, as a result of che much smaller distance of the
17O-nucleus to the center of the molecule, and even the first term turns
out to be very small. Then we have:

H '° 3
1 •Vo'-Hi/o»2

3 5aO
Wo + 1) (7)

The factor y arises because 'H and 17O are different spins. For the spin
density we have: No = y A/H. Using the same a and D as in the 'H-'H
case we obtain:

(«H>o" - 0.0054s" (8)

which is only a small fraction (2«) of (« H ) o = 0.275 s~1 (Table 3).
Thus by calculating T^H from &„)%<•' = « H ) B P - («H>O"" »>d Eq.
(6) only a small error will be introduced, even if ( A H ) ? " should be
misjudged by a factor of 2. Therefore, the " o contribution tc :.e 'H
relaxation rate is a relatively clean source of information on tlu. > licro-
dynamic behaviour of water.

As the proton exchange time is much smaller than the proton relaxa-
tion lime [17) we observe one average relaxation rate for protons in
H2"O, Hj"O. and H2"O molecules.

Cross-correlation effects for IS and / - / dipolar interactions in a
three-spin molecule of the type SI2 (/ * 1 , S * 4-) are known to be
negligible in the case of isotropic reorientation and extreme narrowing
|18|. We will assume these effects to be negligible also in the case of
water (/ » $-, but S - \). Then we have:

where Pn is the oxygen-17 molefraction.
We note that in this section oxygen isotope effects on reorientational

correlation times were not considered. This will be done in section 4.

3. ExperifMatat

H2
17O was obtained from Monsanto Research Corporation,

Miamisburg, U.S.A. in three fractions containing 29.2; 43.4; 52.4
mote-% 17O and 67.3; 31.4; 35.1 mol-% "O respectively, and
normalized in deuterium. D2"O was obtained from Ventron GmbH,
Karlsruhe, BRD and contained 21.9* ' 7 0 ,61 .9^ "O, and 99.»* D.

DjO, 99.9% was obuned from E. Merck, Darmstadt, BRD. To
obtain the desired isotopte composition, mixtures of these solutions
and mixtures with distilled and deionized local lap water were made by
weighting. All handlings of the solutions were done in a cold room at
4*C to minimize exchange wilh atmospheric humidity. The solutions
were then frozen'over into NMR-lubes on the vacuum line and
degassed by four freezc-pwnp-thaw cycles. The NMR-tubes were
cleaned wilh 1 * HF-soMon, healed with an EDTA solution, steamed
for more than 20 min and then stored for at least 24 h wkh distilled and
deionized water, before vacuum drying.

7", -measure-news were done on a home-modified Braker BKR pulse
spectrometer M a field of 1.4 T, where the resonance frequencies of' H,
D, and "O are 60.0. 9.21. and (.13 MHz respectively. Temperature
waj maintained at 25 ± 0.3'C by flwd thermostating. Measurements
were done at least in duplo by the inversion recovery method with an
estimated accuracy of 2%. All measured relaxation rates are collected
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in Table 1. n, /»17 and Pxi f'.-note the molefracrion of deuterium, oxy-
gen-17 and oxygen-18 respeclively,

4. Results

The presentation and discussion of nuclear relaxation data compris-
ing several nuclei in solutions with various compositions needs a rather
elaborate notation if clarity is to be attained. We here give an example
of the notation used: (^x^'rlo^o indicates the nuclear longitudinal
relaxation rate of nuclear species X due to intramolecular interactions
with nuclear species Y; in solvent medium D2O = D2

16O. Omission of a
label means, in the case of:

Y: all relevant imeraciions of X are implied
intra/inter: ihe sum of the contributions is implied if relevant.

We expect oxygen isotope effects on the reorient a tional correlation
times to be comparable to the small effects on the viscosity. We shall
apply a linear correction for these effects according to the following
general equation:

|1 + jY-^2. -
L LV^Hino

STS. - ,)„]/,, + \h*£2_ - ,)„ _„>

Fig. 2
Deuterium longitudinal relaxation rales RD as a function of the mole
fraction of deuterium n, in H,0/D;O mixtures at 25 °C. The straight

line is drawn according to the linear least squares fit:
RD(n) = (1.944 ± 0.004) + (0.423 ± 0.004)n

which gives the oxygen viscosity corrected relaxation rate fljas a
function of the solvent composition n, P„, pn and the experimental
rate Kg'.

WeusedBH2 ,w/i;H! , lo = 1.0536119]. u H j T O / , H j W » 1.0226 ( » | ,
«DIMC/VDIHO = 1 0 4 * ° '2 2I' a n d l>a1m

/ila-<'o = 1.0184 (expected
according to Ref. [22]). We assume that for '*O no other influence is
significant. Viscosity effects or relaxation contributions from naturally
abundant D, "O, and "O are negligible in view of ihe experimental
accuracy and therefore have not been taken into account.

In Figs. 1 - 3 the experimental results (R or, where necessary Rc) are
displayed together with the best linear fits. In view of ihe excellent
linearity we interpret the three figures with:

R0(n) - (Ro)HlP

Fi,. 1
Proton longitudinal relaxation rates R^t corrected for oxygen viscosity
effects, as > function of the "O mok fraction Pv in H2O at 25*C.The
bars denote error martins of ± 2 V The straight line is drawn according

to the linear lets! squares fit:
(0-275 ± 0.0») P„

( » • ) Fig. 3
. . . . . Oxygen-17 longitudinal relaxation rates Jig, corrected for oxygen

viscosity effects, as a function of the mole fraction of deuterium n, in
(lie) H2O/D2O mixtures at 25 °C. The straight line is drawn according to the

linear least squares fit:
" (141.6 ± 0.5) • (39.6 ± l . l)«

<*H)O.H* «(«H»o «<1,?«<I10 H 2 "0 dynamics; (RD)Hjo «nd (« o )H lo
are limiting «les in Hj"O; (JtD)„,p and (Ko>r«> r r f « "> D2'*0 in the
same manner. The rates, such as (*0)D j O . obtained from the linear Tits
are coUecled in Table 2. together with some literature data, from which
excellent agreement with previous work is observed.

PratM RetanUoa
The oxygen viscosity corrected proton relaxation rates are displayed

in Fig. 1. The error margins of (*H)o obtained from the linear fit
(Table 2), include an assumed uncertainty of 204k of the total oxygen
viscosity correction. Subtracting the intermolecular rate (RH)o^^) *»
estimated theoretically (Eqs. (7) and (*)) from (X,,)o.H,o, the intra-
molecular 17O contribution to the proton relaxation rate is obtained:

<*H>o!BiO * °27O ± 0.011 s"1

and, introducing (he commonly used gas value (Table 3) for /Q,, in Eq.
(6) we obtain:

As we have corrected for oxygen viscosity effects, this correlation tine
refers to H 2 "0 dynamics.
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We mention that it should be possible to reduce the uncertainty in
this result if more highly enriched H2

l7O were available because of (1)
the larger relative 'H-I7O relaxation contribution and (2) the smaller
18O-viscosity effects on the relaxation rates.

To give an idea of the possible uncertainty resulting from the oxygen
viscosity correction we also fitted the uncorrecied Rn(P^j) ' ° EQ* (9)-
We then obtain (RH)0 = 0.304 ± 0.013 s" *, If, lo calculate an upper
limit for the derived correlation time, we now lake (J?n)o'er = 0< we
obtain, with Eq. (6) TrOH = 1,93 ± 0.08 ps.

Proton Relaxation in D2
17O

As a check on the results obtained in H2O the proton relaxation rate
in D2

17O(/i = 0.958, Pï7 = 0.232, P l8 = 0.608) was measured
(Table 1). Application of the oxygen viscosity correction gives /fft =
0.1084 ± 0.0022s"1. lnaH2O/D2O mixture containing 17Owee*pect:

where q(n) = • - represents the deuterium isotope effect on the
T((1 = 0)

correlation limes, of the various interactions, which, as a first approxi-
mation, is taken to be the same for all species (H2O. D,O, and HDO)
involved.

2 /p(/p+1)
3 / H ( / H -

aclion relative to the 'H-'H interaction.
Substituting C<H)H;H;O an l* WH'OIH'O ^ r o m Table 2 we obtain (the

relative contribution óf the 'H-"O interaction being 73*»): «(0.958) =

— - ^ = 0,0419 is the strength of the l H D imcr-

1.246 ± 0.045. Extrapolating this result linearly to n = 1 we obtain
qO) = 1.26 ± 0.05. This isotope effect will be shown to compare
favourably with the isotope effects we will deduce in the forthcoming
from D and 17O relaxation rates in H2O/D2O mixtures, implying that

Table 1
Experimental longitudinal relaxation rates of lH, D, and rO'm waierat various
isoiopic compositions. An isotope fraccion denoted by ( - ) means natural

abundance. The natural abundances arc:
nnM = 0.156- IO-3 ;^1 7>n j , = 0.37 • JO"3; (P lg)M. = 2.04- 1 0 ' 3

n

_

-
-
-

0.958
0.146

0.967

0.999
0.046
0.232
0.488
0.745

0.999

_

0.033
0.224

0.292
0.434
0.524

0.232

0.133
0.017

0.219
_

-
-

-

Pit

_

0.024

0.151
0.673
0.314
0.351
0.606

0.091

0.013

0.619
_
_
-
-

-

Is ')

0.277

0.296

0.346
0.379
0.411
0.438

0.1118
_

_

-
-

-

( s - ' l

-
_

-

_

-
-

1.96
3 05
2.16
2.26

2.37

Ra

_

143.9

M3.7

146.5
145.2
145.5

-

172.7

178.6

188.}
_
_
_
-

-

Summary of relaxation rates ai 25°Cfin s~')from (Its in Figs. 1 - 3

« O
<*D>H

0.282 ± 0.0064) 1.94 z 0.O4
2.36 i 0.05')

141.6 x 2.8")
181.5 1 3.6

') RH* 0.281 s " ' (interpolated to 25 X ) is rcporled by Hindman « al. 1211 and J)H * 0.280 s - ' is repotted by Krynkki (10].
») « D - 2.38 s - ' in 99.tr, Dj0andAo - 144.9 s"1 in Hfi,P„ - 0.2*94 arc reported by Hindman et al. (23J.
) " S W I O = I " i 0.10at25"C is reported by lam and Udtmmn |38].

Table 3
Liquid values of the D and 17O C^'s for two assumed liquid OH-distances r0 K , tofether Hith literature tallies for the ice and «as C ^ ' s . The liquid C^'i were

calculated under the assumption of isotropk reoriematioft

Liquid assuming

'OH - <>OH>«.

Liquid assumittf

T,

to

(nm)

0»)

(kHz)

(MHz)

0.101

-

0.12')

214*)

0.931

6.41')

0.0958
-

0.135*)

307.9»)

0.75')

10.17')

(0.101)
2.44

-

226 ± 5

(0.93-0.7S)

6.9-7.2 t 0.2

(0.0951)
1.71

-

270 ±6«)

(0.93-0.75)

t.2-1.6 ± 0.2')

.LA"2(jll2-) (MHZ)
3 / \ * /o

•) lnpolycrystallinehnacoinlice: Cog,. - 213.» ± 0.3 kHt, if * 0.121 t 0.005 for > HDO-mokcule in Hp-, C^. - 213.4 ± 0.3 kHz. * - 0.112 ± 0.005 for D p
i n D p | l l . ) ; l n k c l l . V. VI. VIII.andIXCp^liesmiherMt.219.S-236.2kHz.w«h7(rc>m0.102to0.2[llb.cl;insi«lecr)-aalDp-ice:Cj^-213.2 ±0 .1
and 216.4 ± 1.0 kHz. wkh » . 0.100 X OrjoTjlId).

•) Ref. (12).
•) In Hp-ice: C r o g < : « 6.41 ± 0.02 MHz, n - 0.93 X 0.02 [13a]: these values are comsisle« with t«o«of Kef. |13b):C1ToQC * 6.42 MHz;, « 0.924: i n D p k e :

Ci'oot = 6 ** * ° ' 1 0 M H z> * * ° ' 9 Ï ! * ° 0 1 [14|: in ice II, V. VI, VIII. and IX C,loQC lies M the ranfe f .77 - 7.14 MHz. with if from 0.145 to 0.97 111 b,c|.
') In a HD"O-mokcule 115]. , . _ v , . >
•) Hindman et «1. 1231 obtained for liquid water p - * 5 1 ) - 251.6 kHz and U - S K . 1 « 7.15 MHz, «sine a soMwkat unsure retotio» befwee* r, and T^

(Eqs. (1«) and (17a)). \ * /D \ * /o
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our D2
t7O result is consistent with (Aj^)o = 0.275 s~' as obtained from

the proton relaxation in H,O.

Oeulerium and Oxyjen-n Relaxation

From the relaxation rate ratios in Table 2 isotope effects on the
effective correlation times of the various molecular species - H2O,
HDO, and D,0 - in the two media, H2O and D2O can be deduced.
(The small D-'H dipolar relaxation contribution to the deuterium
relaxation in H2O of *O.O055 s ~' can be neglected.) Results are given
in Table 4, together with the necessary assumptions. From this table it
appears that (he solute effect (i.e. due to the molecular species in-
volved) on the correlation lime is small (a factor 1.05), so there must be
a rather large solvent effect (i.e. due to the surrounding medium) to
explain the overall isotope effect of 1.28.

Table 4
Deuterium isotope effect on correlation limes, as determined from D- and '*O-
relaxarion rates in H ,O and D2O, at 25 BC. The molecular species involved is giien
between brackets, the surrounding medium is denoled outside the brackets

r,D(D;O)0 ! O = (1.22 ± 0.01) x r,D(HDO)„ !O •)

V J I D - O I U J O = (1.28 ± 0.02) x r m (H 2 O)„ J O »)

r^,tHDO)H2O - (1.05 ± 0.O2) x TMWp)Hta ')

•) Assuming that the C ^ is the same in a HDO-molecule in H2O as in a D p
molecule in D2O.

b) Assuming the Cnooc ' s the same in H2O and D :O.
E) Assuming a) and b) and isotropic reorientation, which implies r lD = r(O.

r,D(DjO) r,D(HDO)H ,o

Actually — is a sufficient condition.
rrt,(D:O) ^ ( H D O l j , ^

This relation holds if a possible anisotropy in the reoricnlation, resulting in
r lD * r ^ , is not influenced by isotopic substitution.

The isotope effect 4(1) = 1.26 ± COS, we found from the proton
relaxation rate in D2"O, is seen to be in good agreement with the
isotope effects in Table 4. Now, q(n) is the "average** deuterium
isotope effect for the liquid with composition n; the averaging is over
the different species and interactions contributing to Rfc. At n = 1 the
main contribution to Rf, stems from intramolecular coupling in HDO
molecules reorienting in D2O, as the intermolecular HDO-DjO
coupling contributes less than 20"» at the considered 17O molefraction
P„ - 0.232. On the other hand, in <ftH)o.H;O0fEq. (13), the dynamic
quantity is H^O reorienting in H^O. Therefore, in good approximation

= 1.26 ±0.05. (14)
r 2 H j 0

For isotropic reorientation this fives, with the first equations of
Table 4:

T,(D2O)D!O - (1.02 ± 0.05) X r,(HDO)Dl0

and

rr(HDO)D!o - (1.20 ± 0.05) x rr(HDO)Hl0.

which confirms the conclusion that the solvent isotope effect is more
important than the solute effect.

If we assume that the reorientation of the water molecule is isotropic,
we have:

TiOH " r iD " TK> •

Then we can determine the C l w } c from (K0)H;P and (he value of r^,,,
as obtained from the 'H-"O relaxation contribution, which we regard
as the best estimate of rr available now. The Cpnc can ** determined
from«D )D j O . r,o„,and ^(DjO),,^ - 1.2» x rr(H2OWj (Table 4).
Results are given in Table 3. We note that our results are, like previous
results from proton relaxation rates, sensitive lo «nail uncertainties in
•he liquid molecular geometry, because of the 1/r' dependence of the
dipolar relaxation rate on the interspin distance. Till now, we have, like
most previous authors, assumed the gas geometry (/•„, -= 0.0951 nm)
to hold in the liquid. Triolo and Nanen |24| concluded from neutron

diffraction measurements that rODIiq - 0.0955 nm (with a vibrational
spread of <ArfaD)x/2 = 0.014 ntn), which is indeed close to the gas-
phase value. Recently Powles [39] reinterpreted neutron scattering ex-
periments of Walford et al. [40]. Using a sophisticated correction for
recoil and detector effects, he obtained rQ0 = 0.0983 ± 0.0008 nm. To
give an indication of the possible uncertainty from this source, in
Table 3 we also given values on rr and the derived C^s using the ice-
distance rOH = 0.101 nm of Peterson and Levy [25|. We note that
Whalley [261 prefers a lower ice-distance.

It is seen that our deduced values for the CQ^-'S, when the gas-
geometry is used, are intermediate between the ice and gas values, as
was expected.

5. Discussion

As discussed in section 2, the most accurate estimate of rr

from NMR up till now have been made from the 'H-'H dipolar
relaxation rate, by substracting the calculated intermolecular
contribution from the observed relaxation rate using Eqs. (1)
and (2).

Extisting expressions for the intermolecular relaxation con-
tribution give values in the range (#H)B'" = (0.10 ± 0.02) s"',
yielding r,H = 2.6 ± 0 . 3 ps. This value differs outside the error
margins from r,OH = (1.71 ± 0.07) ps as obtained from our
study. (If one doubted the oxygen viscosity correction that was
applied, and moreover the correction for the intermolecular 17O
relaxation contribution, an upper limit of r,0H = 2.0 ps could
be obtained from our results as was discussed in section 4. Still,
this value is lower than the value T,H = 2.6 ps). Two possible
explanations are:

1. The effective correlation time for reorientation of the O-H
vector is different from that for reorientation of the H-H
vector, i.e. rKHI * r,,,, which means that water reorienta-
tion is anisoiropic.

2. Water reorientation is isotropic: r,H = r,0H, but the inter-
molecular 'H-'H relaxation contribution has been under-
estimated.

If r,H « r^H we obtain from £q. (2), with r,H - 1.71 ± 0.07
ps: («H)S"' - 0.121 ± 0.005 $-'. Then it follows from Eq. (1)
that <AH>iT' « 0.161 ± 0.008 s' which is considerably higher
than previously calculated values.

In view of the uncertainties involved in the calculation of
(RiilS"1, as discussed in section 2, we do not think conclusion 1)
can be justified from the presently available experimental
evidence. Therefore we have chosen to maintain the isotropic
reorienlational model, and we consider t ^ , - 1.71 ps as the
presently best established experimental value for the overall
rotational correlation time r,.

We note that our result could be nude to conform better to
previous results if it was assumed that the liquid ratio rH.H/
roil -= 2 sin^ 6 ^ a H was smaller than in the gas phase, i.e.
4MMI < 104.5°. For instance if «h-o-H - 100° we would cal-
culate, assuming r[H - r ^ : (AnKf" - 0.135 s ' . However, as
reported values of (tikuMi).* » * generally higher than 104.5°,
up to 109.5° [25, 26], >l is unlikely that (6^0 H)K, WOUM be
much smaller than 104.S".

We will now compare our result with the dielectric relaxation
time r M , which is related to r, by:

Tr"=»AT<fcl ('*)

where g is dependent on the nature of the reorientational
mechanism (for rotational diffusion g = \ ) and ft is the inter-
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nal field correction [27]. According to Powles (28] and Glarum
1291 fj is given by:

(17a)

but the exactness of this expression appears not to be generally

agreed upon or experimentally well tested [27|. According to

Boucher and Bordewijk [30]

/ ; = K-"':"i' ( 1 7 b )

where

has to be used.
At 25 "C we have rdw = 8.2 ps (interpolated from data in

Ref. (311; 4> = 78.3 [32] and e. = 4.21 |3I|). With these values
we obtain from Eq. (17a) A = 0.685 and with Eq. (16) T, =
1.87 ps, from Eq. (17b) we obtain/d = 0.926 and t, = 2.53 ps.

The first value is in better agreement with our value r, =
1.71 ± 0.07 ps, the latter value is in better agreement with (he
previous value r, = 2.6 ± 0.3 ps. Apparently, the uncertainty
in ft does not allow the rejection of isotropic reorientation.

We have compared our results for the deuterium isotope ef-
fect on the correlation times with the isotope effect on some
related dynamical water properties in Table 5.

Table 5
Deuterium isotope effect on some dynamical water properties at 2S°C

*rd*ilD2O .,_

-ÜÏS- = 1.2316

£i«°il2£-, 1 22»

1

Ref. 134)

Ref. ID

1

') Interpolated 10 25 'C from Ref. I33J.
b) This work, from 17Ö-retax«ion.

The dielectric isotope effect is seen to agree with our value.
For the viscosity there is reasonable agreement. The observed
linear dependence of RD and Ro on « i s also in agreement with
the almost linear dependence of /j on n [351.

The agreement with the self-diffusion isotope effect is rea-
sonable too. Moreover, for the self-diffusion, there is a small
solute effect, i. e. a small dependence on the tracer mass (DH D O /
°HTO = 1.016 in H2O, DHDO/DDm = 1.028 in Dfi), whereas
there is a dominant solvent effect: the ratio of the self-diffusion
coefficients of a HDO-tracer in H2O resp. D;O is 1.195 [8,36].
This is in qualitative agreement with the solute and solvent
isotope effect on the rotational correlation time that we
deduced in the previous section.

Alternatively, the agreement of our results with the isotope
effects discussed above can be regarded as an indication that the
assumption of equal quadrupok coupling parameters in H2O
and D2O is to a large extent correct.

i . Concisions

It was shown that analysis of the 'H-"O dipolar contribution
lo the proton relaxation rate in rO-enriched water is a well
suited method of obtaining the rotational correlation lime T,,
because of the relative insensitivity of the result to uncertainties
in the calculation of the intermolecular relaxation contribution.
This method could also be useful in the investigation of the
microdynamical behaviour of various aqueous solutions.

Our main conclusions ar- summarized in the Tables 3 and 4.
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SUMMARY

In this thesis exchange of waterprotons in solutions of some weak elec-

trolytes and polyelectrolytes is studied. Also the dynamical behaviour of

wa.u.ermolecules in pure water is investigated. For these purposes nuclear

magnetic resonance relaxation measurements, in solutions of oxygen-17

enriched water, are interpreted.

The exchange rate of the waterprotons is derived from the contribution

of H- 0 scalar coupling to the proton transverse relaxation rate. This

rate is measured by the Carr-Purcell technique.

In chapter 11 a theoretical description of relaxation during the Carr-

Purcell experiment in the presence of exchange, is given. In this manner

the range of validity of the Luz-Meiboom equation, which is used in the

interpretation of Carr-Purcell experiments, is clearly shown. Moreover

the influence of 0 relaxation can be taken into account. Consequently, the

H- 0 scalar coupling constant may be determined in an unambiguous manner.

In chapter III the Carr-Purcell method is used to determine proton ex-

change rates in solutions of acetic, malonic and glutaric acid. From the

observed concentration dependence it is concluded that intermolecular

proton transfer between COOH- and COO -groups, via intervening water, con-

tributes considerably to the exchange rate of the waterprotons. The resi-

dence time of a proton in a carboxylic acid group is estimated from the

obtained rate constants. Fractionation factor theory is used to interprete

the observed deuterium isotope effects.

In chapter IV similar measurements on solutions of polyacrylic and

polymethacrylic acid are discussed. Rate constants for polyelectrolyte

catalyzed waterproton exchange are obtained. From the magnitude and the

dependence on the degree of neutralization of these rate constants, it is

concluded that fast proton transfer from COOH- to COO~-groups on
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the same polymer chain, via intervening water, is plausible. Estimates of

the residence times of protons and deuterons in carboxylic acid groups of

the polyelectrolyte are given. For polymethacrylic acid the residence

duration in a COOH-group is about five times longer than for polyacrylic

acid. It is demonstrated that in principle it is possible to determine

the hydrogen ion concentration from the experimental exchange rate.

In chapter V the rotational correlation time of a watermolecule is

determined from the observed contribution of H- 0 dipole-dipole inter-

action to the H longitudinal relaxation rate in pure water. As this con-

tribution is mainly determined by intramolecular interactions, the method

is well suited to obtain unambiguous information on the microdynamical

behaviour of water. From deuterium and 0 longitudinal relaxation rates in

H.O/D O-tnixtures deuterium isotope effects on the rotational correlation

time are obtained. Under the assumption that the water reorientation is

isotropic, the quadrupole coupling constants of these nuclei in liquid

water are determined.
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SAMENVATTING

In dit proefschrift wordt uitwisseling van waterprotonen, in oplossingen

van enige zwakke elektrolyten en polyelektrolyten, bestudeerd. Tevens

wordt het bewegingsgedrag van watermoleculen in zuiver water onderzocht.

Hierbij wordt gebruik gemaakt van kernspinresonantie-relaxatiemetingen, in

oplossingen van O-verrijkt water.

De uitwisselingssnelheid van de waterprotonen wordt afgeleid uit de bij-

drage van H- 0 scalaire wisselwerking aan de transversale relaxatiesnelheid

van de protonen. Deze wordt genieten met behulp van de Carr-Purcell methode.

In hoofdstuk II wordt een theoretische beschrijving gegeven van relaxatie

tijdens het Carr-Purcell experiment in aanwezigheid van uitwisseling.

Hierdoor wordt een goed inzicht verkregen in het geldigheidsgebied van de

Luz-Meiboom vergelijking, die bij de interpretatie van de^e Carr-Purcell

experimenten gebruikt wordt. Ook kan de invloed van 0 relaxatie in reke-

ning worden gebracht, waardoor de H- 0 scalaire koppelingsconstante op

ondubbelzinnige wijze bepaald kan worden.

In hoofdstuk III wordt de Carr-Purcell methode gebruikt om de proton-

uitwisselingssnelheid te bepalen in oplossingen van azijn-, malon- en

glutaarzuur.üit de gevonden concentratie-afhankelijkheid wordt geconcludeerd

dat intermoleculaire protonoverdracht tussen COOH- en C00 -groepen, via

tussenliggend water, in belangrijke mate bijdraagt aan de uitwisselings-

snelheid van de waterprotonen. De verblijftijd van een proton in een car-

boxylzuurgroep wordt geschat uit de verkregen snelheidsconstanten. Frac-

tioneringsfactor-theorie wordt gebruikt bij de interpretatie van de waarge-

nomen deuterium-isotoopeffecten.

In hoofdstuk IV worden soortgelijke experimenten aan oplossingen van

polyacrylzuur en polymethacrylzuur besproken. Hieruit worden snelheids-

constanten voor door het polyelektrolyt gekatalyseerde waterprotonuitwis-
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seling verkregen. De grootte, en de afhankelijkheid van de neutralisatie-

graad, van deze snelheidscons tanten maken het waarschijnlijk dat er snelle

protonoverdracht van COOH- naar C00 -groepen op dezelfde polymeerketen, via

tussenliggend water, optreedt. Schattingen van de verblijftijd van protonen

en deuteronen in carboxylzuurgroepen van het polyelektrolyt worden gegeven.

Voor polymethacrylzuur is deze tijd ongeveer vijf maal langer dan voor

polyacrylzuur. Tevens wordt aangetoond, dat het in principe mogelijk is de

concentratie van het waterstofion te bepalen uit de gemeten uitwisselings-

snelheid.

In hoofdstuk V wordt, uit de waargenomen bijdrage van H— 0 dipool-

dipoolwisselwerking aan de H longitudinale relaxatiesnelheid in zuiver

water, de rotatiecorrelatietijd van het watermolecule bepaald. Omdat deze

bijdrage vrijwel geheel afkomstig is van intramoleculaire wisselwerking, is

deze methode zeer geschikt om ondubbelzinnige informatie over de bewegingen

van het watermolecule te verkrijgen. Uit de deuterium en de 0 longitudi-

nale relaxatiesnelheid in H2O/D»O-mengsels worden deuterium-isotoopeffecten

op de rotatiecorrelatietijd bepaald. Tevens worden de quadrupoolkoppelings-

constanten van deze kernen in vloeibaar water bepaald, onder de aanname dat

het watermolecule geen voorkeursrotatie-assen heeft.
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STELLINGEN

1. De door Köksal en Caglayan gegeven verklaring van de waargenomen spin-

echo modulatiepatronen is onjuist. Het is jammer dat zo weinig

experimentele details worden vermeld dat niet kan worden vastgesteld

of de modulaties te wijten zijn aan de gebruikte meetmethode.

F. Köksal and T.Caglayan, Chem.Phys.Letters 43(1976)544.

2. De sinds vele jaren geuite veronderstelling dat de 170 chemische

verschuivingen in de beide carboxylzuur-zuurstofposities in goede

benadering gelijk zijn aan die in de esterposities, zou getoetst

kunnen worden door 170 NMR aan carboxylzuren in een oplosmiddel

waarin geen snelle protonuitwisseling optreedt, zoals THF.

H.A. Christ, F. Diehl, H.R. Schneider and H. Dahn, Helv.Chim.

Acta 44(1961)865.

J.P. Kintzinger, in "NMR Basic Principles and Progress",

Vol.17, eds. P. Diehl, E. Fluck and R. Kosfeld (Springer, Berlin,

1981) p.26.

3. Tenminste een deel van het door Lamb et al. gevonden verschil tussen de

protonrelaxatiesnelheid van hun H' 7O monster en de literatuurwaarde

voor H-O is niet aan paramagnetische verontreinigingen maar aan 1H-170

dipool-dipool wisselwerking toe te schrijven.

W.J. Lamb, D.R. Brown and J. Jonas, J.Phys.Chem. 85(1981)3883.

Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk V.

4. Aangezien de Doi-Edwards theorie voor de dynamica van staven alleen bij

benadering geldig is voor zeer dunne, volkomen starre staven zonder

interactie, bij zeer hoge concentraties, en de door Hoffmann et al.

onderzochte micellen niet aan deze voorwaarden voldoen, zijn hun

interpretaties uiterst dubieus.

H. Hoffmann, H. Rehage, G. Platz, W. Schorr, H. Thurn and W. Ulbricht,

Coll.Polym.Sci. 260(1982)1042.

M. Doi and S.F. Edwards, J.Chem.Soc. Faraday Trans.2, 74(1978)918.



5. Het voorstel van Lerman en Frisch om reptatie als mechanisme in aan-

merking te nemen voor de verklaring van de elektroforetische mobiliteit

van DNA in gels is te eenvoudig. Het reptatiemodel voorspelt een

moleculegewichtsonafhankelijke mobiliteit voor zeer kort DNA in strijd

met de metingen van Southern.

L.S. Lerman and H.L. Frisch, Biopolymers 21(1982)995.

E.M. Southern, Anal.Biochem. 100(1979)319.

6. Een eenvoudige interpretatie van de experimenten van Metha aan mem-

branen zou gegeven kunnen worden door gebruik van de thermodynamica

van irreversibele processen, waardoor het tevens mogelijk zou zijn

reflectiecoëfficiënten van de onderzochte membranen te bepalen.

G.D. Metha, J.Membr.Sci. _1£(1982)3.

7. Naar aanleiding van de resultaten van Illingworth zou een beter oordeel

over de algemeen haalbare nauwkeurigheid van pH metingen met standaard-

elektroden gegeven kunnen worden als hij de experimentele roeromstandig-

heden zou hebben vermeld.

J.A. Illingworth, Biochem.J. 195(1981)259.

8. Gezien het stijgende aantal één- en tweepersoonshuishoudens en de

toenemende bezuinigingsneiging valt een ruime markt voor een kleine

tweepersoonsauto te voorzien.

CL. Gray, Jr. and F. von Hippel,Scient.Amer. 244(1981)36.

9. Het verdient aanbeveling autopapieren en andere documenten die vaak

meegedragen moeten worden een zodanige afmeting te geven dat deze in

een portemonnaie van gebruikelijke grootte passen.

10. Als logisch vervolg van de in opdracht van. de regering verrichte studie

van de commissie-Beek over kerncentrales, zou in aanmerking komen een

studie van de gevolgen van het tijdelijk stilleggen van de kolencentrales

in Nederland, tot in een brede maatschappelijke discussie is komen vast

te staan dat deze door de Nederlandse bevolking niet als bedreigend

worden ervaren.

D. Lankhorst Leiden, 23 maart 1983


